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Introduction and Historiography 
In my thesis, I have examined how education reformers and social reformers interacted 
with immigrant communities, and how those interactions shaped education reform. I have based 
my research on Chicago, Illinois, as it was the home of Jane Addams' Hull House and John 
Dewey's  Laboratory School and could be seen as the ideological center of both the education 
and social reform movements. Chicago was also home to major labor unrest, such as the 
Haymarket Square Riot of 1886 and the Pullman Strike of 1894. While education and social 
reformers were generally linked ideologically, they differed greatly in action and interaction with 
immigrant communities and can therefore be viewed as two separate groups. Jane Addams' 
focus on making the voices of the immigrant and working-class communities of Chicago heard 
allowed her to implement social programs with the purpose and reality of aiding the community. 
Her work created new knowledge about the education programs that immigrants themselves 
wanted, shaping Dewey's application of his own education reform in Chicago's laboratory 
schools. Through close examination of primary sources from Addams and Dewey themselves as 
well as their associates, it is possible to determine the extent of immigrant influence on their 
ideas about education reform. Although it was a goal of mine to prioritize immigrant sources, I 
was largely unsuccessful in finding written material by immigrants associated with Hull House, 
with the famous exception of Hilda Satt Polacheck. 
James Baldwin as quoted by Matt Guterl in The Color of Race in America, stated that 
"color is not a human or personal reality; it is a political reality. "1 My method of research for this 
thesis is based upon the same principle. The various issues of difference separating immigrants 
1 Matt G uterl, The Color of Race in America, 1900-1940 (Cam bridge, Massachusetts: Harva rd University Press, 
2001), 1. 
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(and African Americans and Native Americans) from mainstream America - race, ethnicity, 
gender, religion, citizenship and the rights therein - are only important because of the political 
consequences associated with difference. As seen in Chicago, New York, and other high 
population areas across the United States, political machines and voter fraud were growing 
problems of the period. But in an era where most women (with the exception of Wyoming) were 
not allowed to vote, and African Americans, through grandfather laws and literacy tests, were 
often prevented from voting, the issue of the vote had less to do with illegal activity and more to 
do with legally allowed activity. 
My research in Chicago, while focused on education reform and progressive era 
reformers, tended to pull towards topics of difference. Hull House was a hub of reform activity in 
Chicago: it was close to the Haymarket Street Riot, both in location and association; it became a 
center for labor and union meetings, including the United Garment Workers' Association of 
America; and Jane Addams and other associates of Hull House spoke out strongly against many 
of the problems facing Chicago at that time, including the Pullman Strike and the 1894 trial of 
Eugene V. Debs. Hull House's close association with John Dewey, renowned education 
reformer, and interest in education, holding classes and lectures for children and adults in need 
within its walls, made Hull House and social workers an important part of the education reform, 
kindergarten, and public playground movements. 
Race, ethnicity, gender, and religion were and are important politically because these 
were areas of identifiable difference which helped to shape citizenship arguments. Class was also 
an identifiable difference between most "native" Americans and immigrants. A common parable 
is that where a rich man gives a dime, a poor man gives a dollar. In combination with the 
uncharitable anti-immigrant and anti-working poor attitudes held by many of the rich, voter 
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discrimination, both legal and illegal, only accentuated the class divide and caused more social 
insecurity for working-class Americans, immigrants, and people of color. This insecurity and 
distrust often culminated in violent frustration such as the events at the Pullman Strike and the 
Haymarket Square Riot. 
Historiography: 
Questions of Citizenship: 
Citizenship is a topic that ties in directly with immigration, and so is frequently discussed 
alongside it. Tova Cooper's The Autobiography of Citizenship: Assimilation and Resistance in 
US. Education describes the generational problems between immigrants and their rapidly 
Americanizing children, as well as some of the systems put into place by school systems which 
encouraged immigrant children to Americanize. 2 Cooper organizes these ideas by ethnic groups, 
including Native Americans and African-Americans. Additionally, Guarding the Golden Door 
by Roger Daniels, discusses immigration restriction, beginning with the founding fathers. 3 The 
political means of exclusion necessarily denote intense discussion of citizenship, and Daniels 
argues that a dueling nature between America's immigrant past and present, between American 
immigrants (non-Native Americans) with citizenship and those without further intensified these 
discussions. 
Education: 
2 Tova Cooper, The Autobiography of Citizenship: Assimilation and Resistance in U.S. Education ( New Jersey: 
Rutgers U niversity Press, 2015).  
3 Roger Daniels, Guarding the Golden Door ( New York: Hi l l  and Wang, 2005) .  
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Americanization in American immigrant education has been studied extensively in 
Jeffrey Mirel's Patriotic Pluralism: Americanization Education and European Immigrants.4 
Many Americans felt culturally threatened by the influx of immigrants in the 1880s, and one way 
to curb immigrant culture was through education. The Men and Women We Want: Gender, Race, 
and the Progressive Era Literacy Test Debate by Jeanne Petit puts education in the context of 
citizenship. 5 
Another work on education is Johann N. Neem's Democracy's Schools: The Rise of 
Public Education in America.6 An immigrant himself, Neem offers insight into the foundation of 
public education from the revolutionary to the progressive era. In the introduction, Neem states 
that "the schools brought us all together."7 Neem's analysis of public education's transformation 
offers the perspective of a contemporary immigrant connecting with the past. 
Cultural Views of Immigration: 
The work most influential to my thought on this thesis is Matt Guterl' s The Color of Race 
in America, 1900-1940. 8 Guterl proposes that racism was partially brought on by tensions - or 
people responding to tensions - relating to the abrupt changes in industry, economy, and 
immigration. However, Guterl concentrates on a time period somewhat outside of my range and 
also concentrates almost entirely on racial and religious arguments of the day. While these are 
some of the differences between the immigrant and "native" population, Major Problems in 
4 Jeffrey M i rel, Patriotic Pluralism: Americanization Education and European Immigrants (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: Harvard Un iversity Press, 2010). 
5 Jeanne Petit, The Men and Women We Want: Gender, Race, and the Progressive Era Literacy Test Debate 
( Rochester, New York: Un iversity of Rochester Press, 2010). 
6 Johann N. Neem, Democracy's Schools: The Rise of Public Education in America (Ba lt imore, Mary land:  Johns 
Hopkins Un iversity Press, 2017) .  
7 Neem, ix. 
8 Guterl . 
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American Immigration History, edited by Mae Ngai, provides a more comprehensive view of the 
struggle. 9 How historians represent immigrant views is also important in this research. 
Guiding Questions: 
1. How were questions of citizenship addressed in an era where U.S.-born women did not 
have the privileges associated with citizenship? Who was "American" and what made 
them "Americans" in an era after the Fourteenth Amendment has been defined, but 
before federal anti-immigration acts (such as the 1924 act)? 
2. How did race and ethnicity play into ideas of "otherness"? For example, how were non­
white immigrants, including African-American migrants, discussed? 
3 .  How were the differences between immigrants and "native" Americans discussed by both 
sides? How did this influence Progressive reform movements and education? 
4. In what way did class influence thinking on both sides? Also, as immigrant groups 
Americanized, (like the early Irish and German immigrants), how did their rise in class 
affect their view of incoming immigrants? 
Significance: 
In this thesis I hope to lend understanding to some of the attitudes about difference that 
plagued American society in an age where immigration concerns seeped into more "national" 
concerns, like education. Most importantly, I hope to answer why inclusion is the only choice in 
the face of uncertainty. 
9 Mae Ngai, ed. ,  Major Problems in American Immigration History, 2nd Edition (Wadsworth/Cengage, 2013). 
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Chapter One: The Pulse of Chicago, 1890 
"As years went by the settlements . .. found themselves strangely initiated into the industrial 
unrest all about them and into the aspirations for a better social order." 1 0 
As industrialization and immigration changed the way that many Americans lived and 
worked, tension grew, and people across the nation reacted to this tension in various ways. For 
progressives like Jane Addams, raised in an upper-class society, the shocking conditions of the 
American and American-immigrant poor spurred sympathy and aid. Others, such as Andrew 
Carnegie, one of the most famous philanthropists of the Gilded Age, felt that the "foundation of 
the human race" rested on individualism, on great deeds of individuals working in their own self-
interest to eventually benefit society and human-kind as a whole. 1 1  The vastly different 
viewpoints on this question are representative of the discussions about societal problems during 
the progressive era, although obviously less complex. As immigration and African-American 
migration to northern cities increased, American society struggled to define what it meant to be 
an American in terms of race, ethnicity, gender, and citizenship. For the first time since the Civil 
War, Americans were once again nearly universally confronted by the changing reality of 
citizenship, and many expressed an "insatiable hunger for cultural fixedness," which manifested 
itself in American-political education; Americanization programs for social interactions, the 
home, language usage and economics; and an intense racism.12 
10 Jane Addams, "Graham Taylor:  Social Pioneer, 1851-1938," reprinted from Survey Midmonthly, October 1938 
( Box 52, Folder 575, H u l l House Collection, Archival Library, Un iversity of I l l inois at Chicago) .  
1 1  Michael  McGerr, A Fierce Discontent: The Rise and Fall of the Progressive Movement in America, 1870-1920 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2003 ), 7-8. 
12 Guterl, 31 .  
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Settlement and social workers asked what they could do to help America's tired, poor, 
and huddled masses - but they did not ask the huddled masses themselves. The greatest failure of 
progressive reformers was that aid presented itself as a shadow of the progressive ideal, a 
shadow which all too often ill fit those who cast it. The answers to aid came from within 
American majority-culture, and, therefore, this was also where the goals of aid came from. As 
early as 1893 , Jane Addams was beginning to understand this problem. "Life cannot be 
administered through rules and regulations," she said, " . .. wisdom to deal with a man's 
difficulties comes only through some knowledge of his life and habits as a whole."13 This lesson 
was an important one, not just for Addams, but for all progressive-era social workers. Addams 
herself learned it the hard way during her time with the Relief Association, which had strict 
qualifications for relief. After turning down a shipping clerk who had asked for aid, and later 
died from pneumonia, Addams was critical of her knowledge and handling of the situation which 
immigrants and laborers faced. 14 While imperfect, the dreams and goals of progressives for 
immigrants ultimately contributed to the dreams and goals of immigrants themselves: success in 
America. 
Chicago became a place of action in America. Connecting the still new west to the east, 
Chicago was a hub of goods, people, and ideas. Many of the most famous moments of the 
progressive era happened here: violent events like the 1886 Haymarket Square Riot and the 1894 
Pullman Strike; and more peaceful movements like Jane Addams' Hull House, the Juvenile 
Protective Association, and the first public nursery. Chicago and its many social institutions were 
a center for industrial and social progress, including education reform. There were many social 
13 Harold Henderson, "To feed the world at our  doorstep ... An Appreciation of Jane Addams" Reader, Vol. 17, No. 
16, Friday, 15 January 1988 (Box 7, Folder 83, Hi lda Satt Polacheck Papers, Archival Library, University of I l l inois at 
Chicago ), 20. 
14 Henderson, 20. 
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workers throughout the city who were at one time employed by Hull House and were certainly 
influenced by it, including John Dewey. Other social workers included Grace and Edith Abbott, 
two sisters who examined the living and working conditions as well as disease statistics of 
Chicago's  poor. Sophinisba P. Breckinridge worked closely with Edith Abbott out of the 
University of Chicago and catalogued the number of school districts in her examination area and 
their quality in relation to the poverty of the neighborhood. Along with social workers, Hull 
House also hosted many programs for the community it served, including Chicago's chapter of 
the United Garment Worker's Association of America and other labor and union meetings. Many 
Hull House members supported unions, and it was known as a democratic center for the 
neighborhood of the 19th ward which it served. The area around Halsted Street was rife with 
activity from middle-class reformers and working-class labor-organizers. The outpouring of 
support for laborers from Hull House and its associates, and the resulting backlash from the 
middle-class community, are part of what prompted Jane Addams to say that "valiant defense of 
free speech saved the settlement." 15 
While immigrants arriving on the eve of the tum of the century struggled with their sense 
of identity within American culture, "native" Americans struggled to maintain a consistent 
worldview in a changing world. Industrialization and mass immigration worked hand in hand to 
bring about societal changes, changes which benefitted those in power - rich, white, native-born 
American citizens. In order to improve the quality of life for themselves and their children, 
newly arrived immigrant-poor understood that they would need to play by the same rules which 
native-born Americans played by.16 Progressive reformers like Addams and Dewey paved the 
way towards social and political success for immigrants through education programs designed 
15 Addams, "Graham Taylor:  Socia l  Pioneer." 
16 G uterl, 71-72. 
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for immigrant children and adults. While progressive reformers had good intentions, immigrants 
themselves shaped the impact of social reform and aid on their communities. The motto of the 
Back of the Yards Neighborhood Council in Chicago represents this sentiment: "We the people 
will work out our own destinies. "17 
Inter-Class Understanding 
In order for aid to really touch immigrants' lives, an understanding of their needs through 
immigrants' own social lens was necessary. Jane Addams had no knowledge of the man's living 
and workplace conditions: she only knew that she could not provide aid to someone who was not 
looking for a job and that there were jobs available. Progressive reformers like Jane Addams, 
who founded the settlement house Hull House in Chicago; Grace and Edith Abbott, who worked 
to catalog the living and health conditions of some of the worst neighborhoods in Chicago, 
including Back of the Yards; and Julia C. Lathrop, who organized the Cook County Juvenile 
Court and participated in the Women's Trade Union League and other social activities, had 
varying goals for immigrants which contributed to a larger picture of city, county, state, and 
nationally-organized social aid for immigrants and the working poor. 
Immigrants living under the conditions progressive reformers were cataloguing saw life 
in America as bleak. While progressives were sure that change would come, they also noted how 
infrequently laws designed to improve the quality of life for immigrant communities were 
enforced. 
For immigrants, the current workplace and living conditions were depressingly bad, but 
the future looked even worse. Schools offering English-learning classes for adults often found 
17 Robert A. Slayton, Back of the Yards: The Making of a Local Democracy, (Chicago: The U niversity of Chicago 
Press, 1986), 3. 
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these classes overcrowded. Immigrants knew that their best chance to improve their situation in 
America was to learn English, fit in, and Americanize.18 Public schools recognized this as well, 
leading to Americanization programs that often failed in fundamental ways to preserve the 
original intention of many immigrants. The generation gap that often-encompassed families with 
children who were first generation citizens attending American public schools and their 
immigrant parents were difficult to overcome. Jane Addams began classes at Hull House to try 
and combat these problems, teaching first generation children about the traditional spinning 
methods used by their parents and grandparents. Like the Americanization programs, however, 
these classes failed to legitimately hold up immigrant labor because they put it in a passive, 
historical perspective and emphasized that such labor was merely a step on the path towards 
modem industry. 
Immigration and Industrialization 
By 1870, industry had America in its iron grip. With industrialization came new 
problems that the nation had to face: the diminishing frontier, social problems in growing cities, 
and the question of how the newly recognized African American citizens would fit into the 
picture of America as a whole. Americans leaned on their historical heroes to define their past 
and future: George Washington, Benjamin Franklin, Abraham Lincoln, Daniel Boone - the 
movers and shakers of American history. "Only through exceptional individuals, the leaders, 
man has been able to ascend," Andrew Carnegie stated, "[it] is the leaders who do the new things 
that count, all these have been Individualistic to a degree beyond ordinary men."19 As industry 
changed the American landscape from the rural utopia of Jeffersonian imagination to a newly 
18 Cooper, 127. 
19 McGerr, 7-8. 
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formed urban society, Americans struggling with their changing world clutched to the remnants 
of pioneering spirit through individualism. 
These social theories and visions for America were only affordable to the elite. Everyday 
Americans were more focused on the day-to-day affairs of life, and as immigrants began to make 
up a larger proportion of American cities, their reliance on members of their ethnic groups for 
financial support rendered these social theories obsolete. 
Irish Americans are the foremost example, developing networks of "kith and kin," but 
also non-familial networks of trade unionists, labor leaders, and politicians.20 The link between 
politics and economics was clear, and it was this connection which was easily manipulated by 
the rampant political machines of New York and Chicago. This was a concern for "native" 
Americans, who felt that this differing economic and political theory of combining funds and 
votes was undemocratic and un-American. Not only was it un-American, but "native" Americans 
felt that it was inferior to the American system. As Eastern European immigrants began to arrive, 
these concerns only grew. Many Eastern Europeans were heavily influenced by socialist political 
and social theories and, since as new immigrants they were also largely dependent on one 
another to survive, the visual influence of socialism was likely exaggerated. 
Individualism relied not only on idolized heroes, it also relied on "a sense of individual 
property rights," which Gilbert G. Gonzalez argues was developed in upper-class students 
through their education.21 This sense of individual property was typically lacking in immigrant 
families, and was of great concern to immigration-wary Americans. Even progressives noted a 
20 Roger Daniels, Coming to America: A History of Immigration and Ethnicity in American Life (P rinceton, New 
Jersey: Visual Education Corporation, 2002), 143. 
21 Gi lbert G .  Gonzalez, Progressive Education: A Marxist Interpretation, (M innea pol is, M innesota : Marxist 
Educational  Press in Cooperation with the Anthropology Department of the University of Minnesota, 1982), 46. 
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lack of personal property. "One of the worst features of this overcrowding," Edith Abbott wrote 
in a social survey, "is the demoralizing lack of privacy."22 Privacy and individualism were, in the 
gilded age, the backbone of American society, and Americans had a black and white worldview 
on the matter with no room for nuance. 
The problem with this rigid worldview was that when major changes, such as the 
industrialization of American cities and mass European immigration, came along, the entire 
worldview had to change in order to accommodate new ideas and people. Early on in 
immigration, most Americans understood to some extent that immigrant life was difficult and 
dangerous. Most anti-immigrant cartoons made light of real problems, like the drunken Irishman 
or the dirty Slav. A ware of these problems, and aware of the quality of life immigrants led in 
American cities, Americans now had to wonder who was responsible for these conditions and 
how the nation should respond. 
Americans like Carnegie had a "pull yourself up by your own bootstraps" mentality 
towards immigrants and other groups. This mentality relied on the idea that every individual, 
regardless of difference, began at the same point in life and had the potential to reach the same 
point by the end of their lives. Even within its historical context, this idea did not add up. The 
ladder of racial hierarchy popular at this time meant that white people like Carnegie had a natural 
head start on someone else in the same position in any other race. Gilbert G. Gonzalez argues 
that there was also a ladder of class hierarchy which traced a similar path, giving the upper-class 
individual a natural head start on everyone else.23 Instead of being natural, the head starts which 
22 Sophonisba Breckinridge and Edith Abbott, "Housing Conditions in  Chicago, I l l :  Back of the Yards," The American 
Journal of Sociology, January 1911, vol .  XVI no.4, ( Box 1, Folder 11, Edith and  Grace Abbott Collection, Arch ival 
L ibrary, Un iversity of I l l inois at Chicago), 450. 
23 Gonzalez, 121 .  
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white upper-class Americans had over immigrants, people of color, and the working class were 
institutional and systemic. 
Political Consequences of Identifiable Difference 
Perhaps one of the most important rights that citizenship entitles Americans to is the right 
to vote in government elections. Having a say in what happens in one's community, state, and 
country, is a fundamental right granted through the Constitution. However, even after the 
passage of the Fourteenth Amendment, many Americans went without this right. The anti-black 
voting laws which were common place throughout the nation limited the voting rights of African 
American men, often requiring proof of a grandfather who could vote or proof of literacy. These 
literacy tests excluded not only many African American voters, but many uneducated white 
voters as well. To make things worse for African American voters, some influential suffragists 
such as Elizabeth Cady Stanton, argued that white women should have had the vote before black 
men because of claimed racial superiority. The status of African American women was unclear 
in this argument. Would they have had the vote as women? Or would their racial status have 
superseded their womanhood? 
With arguments and regulations hindering their right to vote, African Americans faced 
the question of what it meant to be an American. Though born in America, their citizenship 
seemed called into question because the white population of America did not seem to accept that 
race and color had no immediate link to "foreignness." Immigrant groups who were racially 
different from white Americans, like Mexican or Chinese immigrants, for example, faced the 
problem of being foreign both because of their immigrant status and because of their race. To 
non-white immigrants, African-Americans, and Native Americans, the question of their 
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citizenship seemed largely reliant on their race. Regardless of how "American" they talked, 
lived, or behaved, these groups would always be fundamentally different in the eyes of white 
Americans because of their race and color. 
For European immigrants, becoming an American was difficult in other ways. Many 
groups faced heavy discrimination upon their arrival in America. For example, Roger Daniels 
argues that "anti-Irish feelings ... surfaced in want ads as early as 1830," with requests for non-
Irish workers.24 These anti-Irish feelings - and most anti-immigrant feelings - were based upon 
three basic principles: ( 1) that they were different from most Americans in fundamental ways, 
(2) that they were taking jobs which could and should go to Americans, and (3) that they were 
morally lesser than Americans. These claims relied on the principle of difference, and also relied 
on the insistence that difference was bad. Claims that immigrants were taking American jobs, for 
example, were unfounded, as changes in American industry meant that there was an increased 
need for unskilled laborers, more than could be filled by American labor alone.25 Many 
Americans, desperate for an explanation for the changes they saw in their world, ignored the 
unsound logic of these arguments. The correlation of immigration and change was all too 
obvious, although the more significant correlation of industry and immigration was often 
overlooked. 
While some immigrant groups faced discrimination because of their immigrant status and 
relative difference, others also faced religious discrimination. Jewish immigrants for example, 
particularly Eastern European Jews who immigrated after 1880, were ideologically and 
politically different from American Jews, due to the religious persecution and exposure to 
24 Daniels, Coming to America, 131. 
25 Isaac A. Houwich, Immigration and Labor ( New York: Arno Press and The New York Ti mes, 1969), 289. 
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socialism which they had experienced in their home country.26 Many Jewish immigrants were 
also more educated and more focused on education than other immigrant groups. These 
differences did not tend to lend Eastern European Jews support outside of labor unions and other 
activist organizations. 
Regardless of the cause of discrimination - the identifiable difference - European 
immigrants and their American-born children who received citizenship status and were able to 
vote in U.S. elections, faced another form of discrimination: political machines. In Chicago, New 
York, and other large U.S. urban centers, political machines promised new voters immediate aid 
through payment for their votes and possible future aid in return. The money involved appealed 
to many new voters, and undermined immigrant voting fronts. Like the Jim Crow laws regulating 
African American voting tended to prevent a strong African American coalition of voters, 
political machines made it difficult for a united coalition of voters to make progress for any one 
immigrant group. This struggle for representation in politics, not just through candidates but also 
through pro-immigrant and pro-black legislature, only served to accentuate the divide between 
"native" white Americans and the rest of the citizemy. 
One of the noteworthy divides between "native" white Americans, African Americans, 
and immigrants, was that while working-class white Americans existed, they were generally not 
a majority of the white American population. Unlike African Americans and immigrants, many 
of whom struggled to sustain a working-class lifestyle and had little hope that they would ever 
enter into the middle class, working-class white Americans not only had that hope, they also 
tended to live under better conditions while in poverty than African Americans and immigrants. 
A study done by Alzada P. Comstock in 19 11 on a largely black neighborhood on the southeast 
26 Daniels, Coming to America, 223-224. 
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side of Chicago found that the rent paid by African Americans "is appreciably higher than that 
paid by people of any other nationality" and that "a larger proportion of the colored man's wages 
goes for rent."27 This class divide, on top of racial, religious, and anti-immigrant discrimination 
should have become a way for members of discriminated groups to organize. 
Unfortunately, racism among immigrants once again excluded African Americans. In the 
1894 Pullman Railroad Strike, employees who were members of the American Railway Union 
struck for fair wages. The Pullman porters, who were largely African-American, were excluded 
from the labor union on the basis of race and were therefore unable to strike, despite similar 
disagreements with the company.28 This discrimination ultimately undermined immigrant labor 
unions in that their desire to become "American" often included the American tradition of racism 
against African Americans. An early example is the New York City draft riots of 1863, in which 
working-class Americans, Irish and German immigrants attacked and killed African Americans 
and targeted black businesses and employers in opposition to the draft. 
Despite the racial discrimination within labor unions, the class arguments that powered 
the Pullman Strike and the Haymarket Square Riot appealed to working-class Americans across 
the board. Eastern European and German immigrants who had brought new political theories 
with them into America spoke about socialism, Marxism, and anarchism. Chicago's foreign 
language newspapers discussed George Washington and other American Revolutionary War 
27 Alzada P. Comstock, "Ch icago Housing Conditions, IV: The Problem of the N****" in The American Journal of 
Sociology, January 1911 vol .  XVI I ,  no.l (Box 1, Folder 13, Edith and Grace Abbott Col lection, Archival L ibrary, 
Un iversity of I l l inois at Chicago ), 253, 256. 
28 Theodore R. Johnson, "Labor Day: For Blacks, a Day On - Not a Day Off," The Grio, 1 September 2013, accessed 
21 J u ly 2017. Unti l  1925, African American labor u nions were u n recognized by the American Federation of Labor. It 
was the Brotherhood of S leeping Ca r Porters, fou nded by African American Pu l lman porters, that was the first. 
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heroes as defenders against monarchy and aristocracy, teaching their readers that "American 
democracy rested on the belief that all men were created equal. "29 
Community Needs and Solutions 
African Americans and immigrants who ended up in urban industrial cities often found 
themselves facing similar problems. There were short-term problems, like working and living 
conditions, health and safety concerns, and educational needs; and long-term conditions like 
representation and the struggle to maintain their culture. While many reformers seemed to focus 
on short term goals, many, including Jane Addams of Hull House, supported immigrant strikes, 
labor unions, and political movements. 
During the Pullman Strike of 1894, Jane Addams spoke out against George M. Pullman 
and the conditions his employees labored under despite "some of the large contributors to Hull-
House" being "large stock holders in the Pullman Company."30 Hull House also supported the 
labor movement in other ways, pushing for child labor laws, housing labor and union meetings, 
and hosting the Working People's Social Science Club to aid immigrants and the working-class 
in understanding American democracy and labor. The Hull House Coffee House for example, 
upon learning that many employees of a local factory could not afford to have lunch, began 
selling within the factory itself five cent lunches.31 Hull House also hosted a number of classes 
for immigrants, both children and adults, and placed a high importance on education. Gertrude 
Howe Britton of Hull House presented a case study in 1906 on the problems of truancy in 
29 Mire!, 122.  
30  Hi lda Satt Polacheck, "Notes on Jane Addams" ( Box 3, Folder 25, H i lda Satt Polacheck Papers, Archival Library, 
Un iversity of I l l inois at Ch icago) .  
31 "Hot Coffee, Sou p  and  Rol ls for sa le  in  the factory" (Box 55 ,  Folder 691, H u l l  House  Col lection, Archival Library, 
Un iversity of I l l inois at Chicago). 
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schools. She found that many schools were understaffed and overworked and that truant students 
were often unaccounted for. Britton also found that many children were truant for health-related 
reasons, including malnutrition and illness, and recommended the establishment of school meals 
and school nurses. 32 Her findings, that truancy and lack of success at school was often caused by 
some part of a child's home life rather than the school itself, was congruent with findings of 
other progressive reformers, like Grace and Edith Abbott and Julia C. Lathrop, all of whom 
conducted home and work field studies. 
Edith Abbott and Sophonisba P. Breckinridge studied the neighborhood in the immediate 
vicinity of Chicago's Stockyards, known as the "Back of the Yards." Abbott and Breckinridge 
noted that the environment of the Stockyards, "the mingled cries of the animals awaiting 
slaughter, the presence of uncared-for-waste, the sight of blood, the carcasses naked of flesh and 
skin, the suggestion of death and disintegration," were undoubtedly demoralizing "not only upon 
the character of the people, but the conditions under which they live."33 The social workers 
found the neighborhood to be not only demoralizing, but also unsanitary and often home to 
illegal housing. "There is a general belief that there is more tuberculosis here than in almost any 
other part of the city," Abbott wrote, largely due to the lack of sanitary disposal of human, 
industrial, and domestic waste.34 For children living under these conditions, the highlight of their 
day was exploring the city dump in the hopes of finding something valuable. The residents living 
32 Gertrude Howe Britton, An Intensive Study of the Causes of Truancy in Eight Chicago Public Schools Including a 
Home Investigation of Eight Hundred Truant Children, presented to the Chicago Board of Education, 6-8 December 
1906 ( Box 54, Folder 644, Hul l  House Col lect ion, Archiva l L ibrary, Un iversity of I l l i nois at Chicago ) .  
33 Breckinridge and  Abbott, "Housing Conditions in  Chicago, Ill: Back o f  t h e  Yards," 434-435. 
34 Breckinridge and Abbott, "Housing Conditions i n  Chicago, 111: Back of the Yards," 436. 
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in the Back of the Yards demanded change, and Abbott and Breckinridge hoped through their 
survey to convince the government to make it possible. 35 
Hull House and other settlement houses in the city supported studies like this one, and 
also supported immigrants in more immediate ways by finding them employment, providing 
basic health care to those in need as well as health classes, proving a day nursery for working 
mothers, and founding organizations like the Boys' Club and the Women's Club which offered 
socialization and lessons for immigrants. In 190 1, Hale Waterman wrote that "[t]he social 
functions of an entire ward are given under Hull House roofs."36 Residents of the Nineteenth 
Ward, located around South Halsted Street, knew that they could rely on the residents of Hull 
House whenever they were in need of aid. "At times we needed real help," Hilda Satt Polacheck, 
former resident of the Nineteenth Ward, wrote, "and we knew that somewhere in this wonderful 
House on Halsted Street, we would get it."37 There are many stories of immigrants who received 
help at Hull House, but the stories of those who were turned away, like the shipping clerk who 
died after he was refused help by Jane Addams, are all too often lost to history. Progressive 
reformers wanted to help - but not necessarily in the manner which would best benefit those the 
help was intended for. 
The Hull House Labor Museum, intended to help breach the gap between generations of 
immigrants and their children, included living exhibits of immigrant women weaving and 
spinning cloth. Reformers felt that the problems of truancy and delinquency in immigrant 
35 Breckinridge and  Abbott, "Housing Conditions in Chicago, I l l :  Back of the Yards," 468. "When the com m unity 
conscience has been sufficiently aroused to demand changes in the content of the law, it seems l ittle short of 
dishonest not to make poss ib le its enforcement." 
36 Hale Waterman, "Gl impses of Chicago's Socia l  Settlements," in The Pilgrim, 1901, printed in Battle Creek, 
Michigan, ed. Wi l l is  J. Abbot, ( Box 54, Hu l l  House Col lection, Archival Library, U niversity of I l l inois at Chicago), 14-
15. 
37 Polacheck, "Notes on Jane Addams." 
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children could be solved in part by teaching them an understanding of the hard work and drive of 
their parents and grandparents and an appreciation for their culture. In general, most immigrant 
groups wanted to retain their culture as much as possible, and for grandparents unable to work, 
the Labor Museum at first seemed like a godsend. However, the context of the Museum made it 
clear that it was not really putting immigrant labor on a pedestal. Instead, because Addams 
arranged it in such a way that all of these methods were moving towards current, American 
industrial practices, these living exhibits were put in a passive, historical perspective. "The 
paradox of the Hull-House Labor Museum," Tova Cooper argues, "is that it asks real immigrant 
women to engage in quotidian activities in a museum context while at the same time reifying 
these practices as part of a distant past."38 While the Labor Museum taught about historical 
immigrant culture, it was represented there as a simple step in the progression towards modem 
industry, as though it did not have social as well as industrial value. 
Some programs intended to promote immigrant requests, though rarely turned from their 
purpose at Hull House, were used as examples by other social reformers who desired a unified 
Americanization over the pluralistic patriotism which Addams promoted. English-education 
classes for children and adults were requested by immigrants in order to gain the skills to 
succeed in American society and its workplaces, which some pro-Americanization reformers 
turned to their own devises. One of the primary arguments against immigration was that 
immigrants were culturally, morally, religiously, and ethnically different from the majority of 
Americans. One method to prove that these differences were not dangerous to Americans and 
American culture was to show the benefits of the various differences of immigrant groups, as 
38 Cooper, 127. 
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Jane Addams desired. Another was to prove that immigrants could fully assimilate into 
American culture without identifiable difference. 
David Tyack argues that most educators were "confident that schooling could change the 
many into one people, e plurabis unum."39 While enrollment in adult English-learning classes 
was generally high, these programs had many dropouts due to frustration. Instructors who were 
used to teaching immigrant children often taught adults using the same structure. The gap 
between parents and children in immigrant communities was startling. For immigrant children, 
parents who had not yet learned to speak English were viewed with disdain as something old-
fashioned and unsuccessful.40 Addams was concerned when she observed this in the Hull House 
community and spoke out against the rapid Americanization of children. She warned the NEA in 
1908 that this education was "undermining traditional relationships between parents and 
children," arguing instead for a pluralistic education in which children could retain important 
elements of immigrant culture while adopting "American" culture.41 
The short-term goals of progressive reformers and immigrants were similar, but their 
visions for the future of immigrants in the United States tended to differ between progressives 
who favored Americanization and those who favored pluralistic education. Immigrants wanted 
success in America and knew that there were skills and legislation necessary to achieve that. 
Progressives wanted immigrants to succeed in America as well, but they wanted them to succeed 
as both Americans and immigrants. It was only when the world moved towards the First World 
War that education took a drastic shift away from pluralism and towards Americanization as a 
result of rampant nationalism. 
39 Cooper, 25. Quote from David Tyack. 
40 Polacheck, "Notes on Jane Addams." 
41 Mirel, 57-58. 
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Chapter Two: Philosophy in Social Thought 
The Gilded Age was an era of reform on many social issues, child-care and public 
education being among them. An important part of other reform movements, education was 
discussed by those who concentrated on educational reform, such as John Dewey, as well as 
those who saw educational reform as a small part of a larger set of social issues, such as 
settlement workers like Jane Addams. With an increasing immigrant population in the United 
States, concerns about how to integrate these new Americans into American society and 
American politics grew as well. Public schools were recognized by education reformers such as 
John Dewey as well as the general public, as requiring a great deal of reform anyway, but the 
introduction of immigrant students into a system which was already struggling to produce good 
citizens made it a more pressing issue for many. The issue of "good citizenship" became a key 
educational issue for progressives, and for John Dewey in particular. Educational reformers 
sought solutions to the societal issues, like good citizenship, that plagued the Gilded Age by 
aiding the individual, the family, and the community through the school system. 
Many of the tenents of Progressive educational theory were based on the philosophies of 
the Ancient Greeks and influential political and social theorists, such as John Locke and Jean­
Jacques Rousseau. Reformers were also influenced by changes to education which they saw as 
necessary to promote a better public education system. Combining the influences of Locke and 
Rousseau with their own understanding of American public education, reformers implemented 
changes which they believed would make education more suitable to the post-industrial 
American way of life. 
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Early Childhood, Discipline, Individualism and Play 
Starting with early childhood, philosophers disagreed about the best way to bring up a 
child successfully. Progressive-era education reformers were influenced by historical 
philosophies on education and the problems which industrialization had brought to education in 
their day. 
John Locke, a philosopher of the early Enlightenment period (1685-17 15) who heavily 
influenced American philosophers from the same period, such as Thomas Jefferson, had strong 
opinions on childhood and education. Locke felt that parents should begin to govern their 
children "whilst they are very little."42 This governance, Locke explained, was necessary in order 
to introduce good habits and morals to children and encourage them to follow the path best 
suited to them. "They must be treated as rational creatures," Locke wrote, but "as is suited to 
the child's capacity and apprehension."43 At the time, this proposal of children as rational was 
revolutionary because it explained misbehavior or poor morals in a new way: as the fault of 
upbringing or lack thereof rather than an inherent misconduct. It was the fault of the parents' 
lack of governance rather than the parents' station in life. 
In teaching children morals, discipline, or corporal punishment, was something that 
Locke took issue with. "Beating is the worst. . .  means to be used in the correction," Locke wrote 
"and therefore [should be] the last means."44 Since Locke believed children had the capacity for 
rationality, physical punishment, which he viewed as irrational, would have no meaning to 
children other than fear. If they only avoided behavior because they feared punishment, they 
would have no real concept of the rational reason for the behavior to be avoided. Children who 
42 John Locke, On Politics and Education, ed. Howard R. Penniman (New York: D. Van Nostrand Company, I nc., 
1947), 235. The En l ightenment period traditiona l ly fu l ly begins in 1715 with the death of Louis XIV. 
43 Locke, 267. 
44 Locke, 269. 
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were treated as reasonable, rational beings at their own level, Locke reasoned, could explain their 
reasons for performing an undesirable behavior, rendering discipline largely unnecessary in lieu 
of a moral discussion. 
Individuality in reasoning was another aspect of Locke's discussion of childhood and 
education. "Each man's mind, " wrote Locke, "has some peculiarity ... that distinguishes him from 
all others; and there are possibly scarce two children who can be conducted by exactly the same 
method."45 At their own level, not yet approximating that of an adult's, each child's reasoning 
was applied in a way that made sense to him. A system of education which did not take into 
account the differences in reasoning amongst groups of children could not effectively educate 
individual children. 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, a French social theorist known as the Father of Romanticism, 
was another influence on Progressive-era reformers, although some of his ideas contradicted 
those of Locke. Rousseau believed that children were naturally good, and in Emile, his most 
famous novel, argued that children should "be raised and educated with the least possible 
restraint."46 This hands-off approach was due to the belief that any undesirable behavior in 
children was the result of a corrupting environment coming from either the family or society as a 
whole. Rather than discussing with children the effects of their misbehavior in order to curb 
further misbehavior as part of the learning process, Rousseau understood misbehavior as the 
incurable result of poor environment, education, or parenting. This was radical for its time in that 
it placed particular importance on the influence of parents and society on children. 
45 Locke, 388. 
46 Nel Noddings, Philosophy of Education, ( Boulder, Colorado:  Westview Press, 2012), 14. Although he wrote during 
the En l ightenment period (1715-1785), he  was more i nfl uentia l  on the period which fol lowed, Romantici sm.  
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Individuality for Rousseau related to "the natural rights of man" rather than in children's 
individual reasoning capacity.47 The influence of parents and society in teaching children to 
access their natural rights through navigating the political environment and managing property, 
differed between classes due to parents' own understanding of and access to their natural rights. 
This, Gonzalez argues, led to the "acceptance and continuation of the social order dominated by 
the bourgeoisie," since children of the upper class had advantages in understanding and access 
which poor children did not.48 Rousseau's philosophy on education was an umealistic and 
romanticized view of education as a political and social situation. 
Friedrich Froebel, German Pedagogue and founder of the kindergarten, was influenced 
by Rousseau and felt that children were not "in need of constant correction," and instead 
intended to provide an environment focused on child care and education.49 The new role that 
parents would play in children's moral education shaped the idea of the kindergarten as a place 
to preserve the natural goodness of children away from the possible corrupting influence of 
family. Kindergarten was an important part of progressive-era education in understanding the 
child as an individual, but it was also an important step for working-class women. One of the 
growing problems of industrialization was an increase in the need for women to be working 
outside of the home, which for working women meant leaving children unattended. Kindergarten 
helped to remove some of the child-care pressure from women. 
Horace Mann, a Massachusetts education reformer who served on the state board of 
education from 1827 to 183 7, was heavily influenced in his educational policies by what he 
observed in Prussian schools, especially in regards to corporal punishment. Mann influenced 
47 Gonzalez, 47 . 
48 Gonzalez, 47. 
49 Noddings, 21. Froebe! wrote his pr imary work on education, The Education of Man, in  1826. 
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education reform in two big ways: first, he argued that schools should move away from corporal 
punishment; second, he introduced education as a professional role for women. Arguing that a 
"pedagogy of love" rather than harsh discipline should be the basis of education, Mann believed 
that women were generally better suited to the "nurturing" aspects of teaching.50 This inspired a 
shift in the makeup of the teaching profession from majority-male to majority-female teachers in 
public schools. Mann's observations in Prussian schools also led him to argue that the absence of 
corporal punishment resulted in a better learning environment for students. 51 His work in making 
changes to the Massachusetts state education system inspired changes across the U.S. 
D.A. Thom, a progressive-era early-childhood educationalist, believed that the 
environment in which children lived influenced their behavior and emphasized the importance of 
the home and parents on a child's early life. Thom felt that children had a "plasticity" which 
allowed them "to adjust. .. to the numerous and varied changes necessary during the early years 
of life."52 Like many progressives, Thom saw the home and family as the center of a child' s 
moral influence, as well as the church. 
As for discipline, Thom felt that praising the behaviors one wished to encourage was 
enough to develop the good conduct of a child. Like, Locke, Thom felt that harsh discipline, or 
corporal punishment, would not aid in teaching a child right from wrong. Thom recognized that 
children were not fully developed rationally, as Locke did, and that how moral influences such as 
parents, reacted to misbehavior would shape a child' s  growth. 
50 Steven E. Tozer and Paul Violas, School and Society: Historical and Contemporary Perspectives ( Boston :  McGraw­
H i l l ,  1998, 47-80). 
51 Tozer, 47-80. 
52 D.A. Thom, Child Management (Wash i ngton :  United States Govern ment P rint ing Office, 1928), 2 .  Thom worked 
closely with G race Abbott, who was part of the Un ited States Chi ldren's Bureau. 
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With moral growth, Thom also recognized a difference in the physical activities of 
children when compared to adults. There are some tasks that, while easy for adults, are nearly 
impossible for children - sitting still and being quiet for long periods of time being among 
them.53 Applied to education, Thom noted a need for the time and place for children to play 
during the school day and in their neighborhoods at home. 
These philosophies about education shaped education reform in the progressive era, most 
noticeably in the form of kindergartens and playgrounds. Another important progressive change 
in educational methods was a focus on individual children. The change occurred as criticism of 
the rote memorization common in schools and the rigidity of those lessons. 
Kindergartens and child-care centers became an important issue for social organizations 
such as the Women's Christian Temperance Union.54 In fact, the WCTU "was advocating 
kindergartens as part of the public-school system" by the 1 890s. 55 Previous thought, especially 
during the Victorian era, on early childhood had left the care and education of children under 
school-age up to the mother for the middle-class, and up to the nanny for the upper-class. The 
problem of working-class mothers was rarely discussed. A state-run organization dedicated to 
child care indicated that women in the workforce were becoming so common-place as to 
necessitate a dedicated kindergarten center, and secondly, that a mother's role was no longer 
recognized as being only in the home. 'The mother in the home," one spokesperson for the 
National Congress of Mothers - an organization which would later become the Parent Teacher's 
Association - said, in regards to kindergarten, "becomes the mother for the home."56 As the role 
53 Thom, 34. 
54 Alice Boardman Smuts, Science in the Service of Children, 1893-1935, ( New Haven, Connecticut: Yale Un iversity 
Press, 2006), 23. 
55 Smuts, 23. 
56 Smuts, 56. The National Congress of Mothers was intended to bring "the latest scientific i nformation on 
chi ldren" to parents and create programs which benefitted mothers and chi ldren. 
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of women and ideas about early childhood changed, early childhood education reform reflected 
those changes. 
John Dewey said of the kindergarten movement that "the child has a right to enjoy his 
childhood," and that idea was also important as reformers took on the idea of play in schools.57 
Progressives wanted to introduce not only a designated time for free-play, typically known today 
as recess, but they also wanted to introduce games into the classroom. This would give pupils a 
chance to move around and interact with each other and with the teacher, experiencing 
cooperative learning. Dewey believed in cooperative learning alongside individualism, arguing 
that a child should have their own ideas and opinions but also be able to lead or follow as was 
necessary. 
Playgrounds, now a common sight in American towns, were introduced through 
progressive reformers in cooperation with educational play reform. While this was not 
necessarily a part of educational reform, it is a good example of the cooperation between 
reformers like Dewey, whose focus was education, and settlement leaders like Jane Addams. 
Playgrounds shifted childcare from the private home to the public park - a progressive change in 
thinking about what lessons children learned from play and who could best care for them. 
As a part of the public sphere, the playground encouraged unity within the community 
and promoted stronger ties for children to their neighbors and fellow citizens. Playgrounds 
served many purposes for progressives, however, especially for settlement leaders searching for 
a way to keep children safe. Providing a safe place for children to play and socialize was an 
important issue for the working poor and those who represented them. It was clear to see that 
"city children urgently needed better play and recreational activities," and settlement leaders like 
57 John Dewey and Evelyn Dewey, Schools of To-morrow (New York: E .P .  Dutton & Company, 1915), 17-18. 
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Jane Addams advocated for this.58 In The Spirit of Youth in the City Streets, Jane Addams 
outlined the different problems city and country children faced. "Are the educators, like the rest 
of us, so caught in admiration of the astonishing achievements of modem industry that they 
forget the children themselves?," Addams asked.59 Addams insisted on the promotion of 
"constructive programs such as playgrounds, recreational activities, prevention of juvenile 
delinquency, mothers' pensions, kindergartens, and better public education," all interconnected 
issues. 60 In New York, settlement leader Lillian Wald said that juvenile offenders might "be 
traced to a play impulse for which there is no safe outlet."61 In this way, the playground 
movement served a number of progressive purposes for reformers: it kept children active, 
encouraged cooperation and unity, and prevented juvenile delinquents from becoming juvenile 
offenders. 
Along with cooperation, progressive reformers hoped to encourage a sense of community 
in a rapidly growing urban population. For Dewey, part of the purpose in enlarging the influence 
of the school was to "give the neighborhood some immediate opportunities which it lack[ ed] for 
recreation, intercourse and improvement."62 Without a community to provide pupils, funds, and 
educators, a school would have no purpose. Therefore, the relationship between the school and 
the community it served must necessarily be reciprocal, with both sides feeding and relying on 
the other. Dewey also wrote that "closer contact with immediate neighborhood conditions not 
only enriches school work and strengthens motive force in the pupils, but it increases the service 
58 Smuts, 66. Smuts writes that neighborhood playgrounds were only one component in making American cities 
safe and sti mulating for a l l  citi zens. 
59 Jane Addams, The Spirit of Youth and the City Streets, I nt .  Allen F. Davis (Chicago, I l l inois :  Un iversity of Ch icago 
Press, reprint of the  1909 edit ion), 119.  
50 Smuts, 65. 
51 Smuts, 66. 
52 Dewey, Schools of To-morrow, 228. 
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rendered to the community," noting a clear positive influence in strong ties between the pupil 
and the community and the community and the school. 63 By opening up playgrounds as a public 
space on school grounds, the interests of educational reformers, settlement workers and 
community members were all met. Playgrounds were the centerpiece behind the "social and 
community idea" of the schoolyard. 64 
Education Reform and Democratic Education 
Settlement workers supported many of the same causes pushed by educational reformers, 
and the two tended to influence one another. John Dewey, for example, benefitted "from his 
warm friendship and close association with Jane Addams and other settlement workers," as they 
offered another perspective on the same issues which he was struggling with.65 During his time 
at the University of Chicago, Dewey would observe the kindergarten at Hull House and take 
extensive notes, which influenced his work in the laboratory school. The work of settlement 
workers within the community led educational reformers to see the influence of the local 
community on public schools and on society. Dewey's 1902 address at a National Educational 
Association conference titled "The School as Social Centre," was largely inspired by the ideas of 
settlement leaders.66 Using the public school as a kind of settlement house was one of the ideas 
of these leaders, since settlement houses were much fewer in number than public schools. Even 
while settlement leaders were influencing and inspiring educators, educators were also inspiring 
them. In a toast given by Addams to Dewey, she said that "at least one of these [university] 
63 Dewey, Schools of To-morrow, 205-206. 
64 Dewey, Schools of To-morrow, 175. 
65 Lee Benson and  I ra Harkavy and John Puckett, Dewey's Dream: Universities and Democracies in an Age of 
Education Reform, (Phi ladelphia :  Temple University Press, 2007), 33. 
66 Benson, 34. 
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professors entered the industrial arena. It was part of his life-long effort to embody truth in 
conduct. . .It is a toast rather than a topic - John Dewey and Social Welfare! "67 Social welfare 
and education reform were united in many ways: in originating ideology, in moral purpose, in 
community service, and in activity. This overlap created new ideas but it also created a reliance -
just as the relationship between community and schools. 
Active children were an important part of progressive-era reform and, as a part of this, 
learning by doing was encouraged along with bookwork. This, too had its foundations in past 
philosophical thought. Rousseau stressed "personal experience as the best basis for learning," as 
a reflection of the necessary ends - fortifying society.68 Locke also argued that "a child learns 
best by doing."69 With an emphasis on the benefits that a child's education could incur for the 
community, education became oriented to produce adults who could meet the needs of the state. 
Tasks such as building the schoolhouse, learning to cook and cobble, and others were designed 
to train children's hands for the industrial work they would perform as adults. 
The Interlaken School in Gary, Indiana for example, had "the pupils build the 
schoolhouse" as part of their vocational education.70 Many progressives supported an education 
which would provide children with real-world skills, and the community often echoed this 
support. A public school in Indianapolis, for example, received three hundred and fifty dollars in 
funds from the community, which saw "the benefit to the school and to the community" in the 
project of refitting tenement houses to serve as training shops and a club building for the 
67 Jane Addams, The Social Thought of Jane Addams, Ed.  Christopher Lasch ( New York: The Bobbs-Merri l l  Company, 
I nc., 1965), 183. 
68 Gonza lez, 48. As a Marxist, Gonzalez stresses that Rousseau's i ntention was to fortify bourgeoisie society - but 
since Gonza lez saw the bourgeoisie as the societal standard of Rousseau's day, the added emphasis appeared 
unnecessary. 
69 Locke, 206. This was stated by the editor in an introduction to Locke's chapter on educat ion.  
70  Dewey, Schools of To-morrow, 87. 
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school. 71 Despite the benefits of a vocational education, some were wary of it. John Dewey, for 
example, saw that an emphasis on real-world skills might neglect intellectual and cultural 
interests. He critiqued Eliot, arguing that education should not just be vocational but should 
apply real world skills to intellectual problems. He believed that the school should provide 
access to a democratic and cultural education, which he considered fundamental to good 
citizenship. 
Reformers sought to provide a vocational education to pupils - not just for manual labor, 
but also for the labor of citizenship. Just as the playground built up a social consciousness and 
unity in community interests, so too should a formal public education, reformers argued. "We 
have been concerned," Dewey wrote, "with the more fundamental changes in education, with the 
awakening of the schools to a realization of the fact that their work ought to prepare children for 
the life they are to lead in the world."72 Thomas Jefferson argued that an educated citizenry 
protected democracy, an idea which progressive reformers built upon. John Dewey in particular 
argued in favor of implementing democratic study to students and providing a model in the 
schools for American government. Dewey stated that "a democratic society . . .  can not hope to use 
with any great success a system of education which grew up for the ruling body in an autocratic 
society," and that changes in society demanded education reform.73 Applying the "learning from 
doing" ideology, Dewey preferred not to have children learn democracy just from bookwork. 
Instead, he had children run their own miniature governments within the school, similar to the 
student governments and student councils which many public schools still have today. The 
71 Dewey, Schools of To-morrow, 217. This project took place at Publ ic School 26 in  I nd ianapol is, a school i n  a poor 
black neighborhood where "$350 [was] . . .  no small  sum for people as poor as they are." The encouragement of the 
community got more chi ldren into school without the necessity of a truant officer. 
72 Dewey, Schools of To-morrow, 288. 
73 Dewey, Schools of To-morrow, 169. 
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"mock elections and "self-governments,"" which Dewey commended, were intended to train 
students for good citizenship.74 These student-run student governments were intended to instill 
both a knowledge of and a love for the democratic system. Reformers felt that a good education 
should provide for individual, communal, and national needs. 
Part of learning about democracy included learning about its history, and about the 
tenants of public education as well. Learning by doing also applied in this area, as Dewey 
encouraged educators to have children learn about "the history of their new country" through 
educative ceremonies like plays.75 For example, the Howland School - a public school in 
Chicago - presented a play on Columbus which was put on by students and observed by parents 
in the audience.76 Since the Howland School was part of a largely immigrant community, Dewey 
felt that the play could aid both children and parents in understanding American history. Writing 
that 
"The patriotic value . .. is greater than the daily flag salute or patriotic poem, for the children 
understand what they are supposed to be enthusiastic about, as they see before them the 
things which naturally arouse patriotic emotions," 
Dewey clearly shows that these kinds of events were supposed to instill a sense of patriotic pride 
in people, like the immigrant community of the Howland School, who were unfamiliar with 
American history and democracy.77 Learning about democracy in the school system not just 
through bookwork or saluting the flag, but through explorative exercises, prepared individuals 
and communities for the hard work of citizenship. 
74 Dewey, Schools of To-morrow, 227. 
75 Dewey, Schools of To-morrow, 129. 
76 Dewey, Schools of To-morrow, 129. 
77 Dewey, Schools of To-morrow, 129-130. 
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Race in Education 
In order to understand the emphasis on a democratic education among progressive 
reformers, it is necessary to understand the racial and ethnic backgrounds of the schools and 
communities for which they sought reform. From the examples used by Dewey and others of 
inspirational schools, it is clear to see the regions of concern for reformers. Indianapolis, 
Chicago, and New York are examples of three major cities which were dealing with both 
immigration from foreign communities and migration from communities already within the 
United States at the end of the nineteenth century. Historian Michael McGerr found that in 1900 
more than a third of the population were immigrants or the children of immigrants, and that the 
majority of this group were working class.78 McGerr also found that the working class included 
many of the nation's racial minority groups, including African-Americans, Mexicans, Chinese, 
and Japanese.79 In fact, Dewey specifically mentions concerns about "foreign districts" in his 
discussion of democracy in education. One of the greatest objections to Dewey's work, as stated 
by historian N el Noddings, is that "he gave so little attention to the problems of race, class, and 
gender."80 Although Dewey does discuss these issues abstractly, to him they appear simply as 
nuances of the larger issue of bringing cooperative democratic education to the United States. 
The underlying issues behind the complex race question can aid in understanding the under-
analysis of race by reformers. 
At the tum of the century, American cities were becoming more and more populated, not 
just through the growth of original inhabitants but also through immigration and migration. As 
cities diversified, they also intensified - racial and ethnic communities became concentrated in 
78 McGerr, 33. 
79 McGerr, 33. 
80 Noddings, 41 .  
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areas where they were the majority. McGerr states that this is the result of the changing 
technology of the time: "[b]y 1900, the omnibus, the street railway, the subway, and the elevated 
train had made it possible for many people to live some distance from work; different groups did 
not necessarily have to share neighborhoods."8 1 As public schools were built to suit these 
growing populations, they often served only one community. Public School 26 in Indianapolis, 
for example, served an all-black community and consequently had all-black pupils. 82 There were 
some progressives who argued for desegregation of schools and communities, even of those 
which were self-segregated. However, Noddings notes that "it is good to recognize that black 
children can learn without the influence of white peers, and some all-black schools are 
exemplary. "83 While Noddings discusses only all-black schools, the same idea can be applied to 
Jewish, Catholic, Polish, and Chinese schools, or to any other racial, ethnic, or religious group. 
After all, part of the value of a community is sharing certain characteristics, and education is one 
of those. In particular, for racial or ethnic groups whose education is traditionally religion-based 
or largely associated with religion, having a segregated school could aid in forming community 
ties and maintaining traditions. Horace Mann's primers, for example, introduced anti-Catholic 
sentiment into schools - something that local Catholics noted and vehemently protested. 84 
Noddings goes on to argue that integration is "a value in itself. . .  What else might be done 
to encourage students from all ethnic groups to get to know one another. "85 This is also an 
important point. If the intention for schools is growth, as postulated by John Dewey, and 
principally social growth, why would interaction between various racial and ethnic groups be 
8 1  McGerr, 210.  
8 2  Dewey, Schools of To-morrow, 217. 
8 3  Noddings, 220. 
8 4  Tozer, 47-80. 
85 Noddings, 220. 
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discouraged? Anthropologist Gilbert G. Gonzalez found that for employers, the advantages of 
racism were clear: "as long as workers struggle against each other, they will have little time ... to 
stand up to their employer. "86 Capitalist corporatists wanted workers who were accustomed to 
time-management and would not question their employers, as Eliot's vision for vocational 
education would afford them. Educators and most education reformers, however, were less 
concerned with the idea of pupils standing up to their teacher. Instead, their concern lay in how 
best to suit the community which the school served and how best to serve the society for which 
the school provided educated citizens. 
Another aspect of race for progressive reformers, especially for those who worked with 
immigrant communities, was cosmopolitanism, or national dualism, also known as "patriotic 
pluralism." Jane Addams led the way in "showing how to accomplish [the] dual dedication" of 
preserving original culture and promoting pride in American culture. 87 In a rapidly diversifying 
country, the importance of Americanism was felt by most reformers, but Jane Addams's unique 
perspective, due in part to the ideologies of her childhood and in part to her settlement work in 
Chicago, granted her another perspective. Preserving original culture was important to Addams 
because she saw the ties and opportunities it offered within communities. Individualism, an 
important part of education, also held importance for Addams; her father had felt that 
"individualism was not an excuse for selfishness ... [and] believed strongly in serving people."88 
As individualism become the ideal of people like Andrew Carnegie and George Pullman, it 
became less about serving people and more about serving oneself. Founded in 1889, Hull House 
served the community by meeting the basic needs of its inhabitants and also served Addams and 
86 Gonzalez, 123. 
87 Noddings, 2 15 .  
88 McGerr, 5 3 .  
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other workers by giving them constructive work. 89 Through Hull House, Addams had personal 
experience with individuals from a variety of ethnic groups, many of whom were immigrants, 
and all of whom had their own traditional culture and religion. Addams understood the 
importance of traditional culture in maintaining immigrant communities and, rather than 
promoting the Americanization which would become popular leading up to WWI, fought for 
schools to promote a pluralistic education for immigrant children. 
On the issue of self-segregation, Addams felt confident that the integration of original 
and American cultures was necessary. State-sanctioned segregation, was something else entirely 
for Addams. "More than almost any reformer," McGerr writes, "Jane Addams . . . acknowledge[ d] 
the sham of "separate but equal."90 African-Americans, for example were fundamentally 
American; like the working class of the Gilded Age, they had built the society which the leisure 
class enjoyed. There were, of course some obvious differences. African-American culture and 
religion had nuances unfamiliar to the Anglo-American, and African-American features were 
also acknowledged as "other." Segregation was defined during the Gilded Age, taking on its 
modern definition of racial separation through laws and practices for the first time.91 According 
to McGerr, "African-Americans had good reason to chart an independent course from 
progressivism" because of this.92 Even Jane Addams, one of the most vocal opponents of 
segregation, did not "make much of an effort to cross racial boundaries and promote association " 
in the reality of Hull House.93 Education reformers had looked to settlement workers like Jane 
Addams for a number of other issues, including programs like playgrounds and kindergartens, 
89 McGerr, 53 .  "Russian Jews, Ital ians, Greeks, and Bohemians," made up the community at Hul l  House. 
90 M cGerr, 196. 
91 McGerr 182-183. 
92 McGerr, 202. 
93 McGerr, 196. 
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and when settlement workers had no answer to the issue of race, reformers were unprepared to 
offer one of their own. 
As the populations of urban immigrants and migrants grew, so did the tensions between 
the working class and the elite. One outburst of this tension, and the culmination for many 
Chicagoans, was the Pullman strike. The Pullman community was a company-owned town, 
without the traditional sense of community cultivated through real, not forced, association. For 
Jane Addams, "a feeling of community grew in and around Hull-House" in the 1 890s, but 
George Pullman's community was tom apart by his "blind individualism."94 Individualism, 
while essential to members of the elite in order to stand out from the crowd, could often be 
detrimental to the working class. "Low wages, lay-offs, accidents, limited opportunity, [and] 
early death" rendered individualism ineffectual for workers, who depended on the community to 
survive.95 This stark contrast in the lives and ideologies of rich and poor could also be seen in the 
prevailing educational theories for each class. 
Class in Education 
John Locke was also influential in the confluence of class and education. Locke proposed 
two types of education, "one for the nonpropertied poor socioeconomic classes of society; the 
other for the bourgeoisie. Locke developed at some length the methods and goals of education 
for the bourgeoisie . .. As to the lower class, we have but one piece of legislation authored by 
Locke."96 Clearly, the upper class was favored in Locke's  educational theory. Analyzing Locke's 
emphasis on individualism, Gonzalez notes that since stress for learning is placed on the pupil, 
94 McGerr, 65-66. 
95 M cGerr, 13. 
96 Gonza lez, 41.  Gonza lez references On Education, the sou rce used for Locke in  this paper, for the "bou rgeoisie" 
interpretat ion.  The legis lat ion Gonza lez mentions has proven difficu l t  to find .  
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the division between "the poor and the nonpoor was their personal virtues. Lack of desire for 
work caused poverty, except for those who absolutely could not work for reasons other than 
"personal vice.""97 This idea of personal vice as the reason for social status was "an ideological 
explanation for the social structure," a way to justify the unjustifiable. 98 
Thomas Jefferson, in part influenced by Locke and in part invested in maintaining the 
social structure of American slavery, believed in educating differing classes equally, but with the 
idea that a "natural aristocracy" would emerge from the most intelligent and virtuous members of 
citizenry.99 This meritocracy - an aristocratic class based on merit rather than social status -
would, Jefferson believed, naturally be chosen to lead the common people due to their superior 
intellect. In spite of this elitism in Jefferson's thinking, he also recognized the power of 
education to shape society, as he had seen in the Revolution. 
A progressive-era education reformer, Charles Eliot argued that every person had a 
natural class in society, and at an early age could be sorted into and socialized for that class. He 
proposed a type of vocational education intended to create workers accustomed to time-
management who would not question their place in society. 
The correlation between class and intelligence was twofold, with both public and private 
problems. As Gonzalez points out, it was the "close correspondence between class and 
curriculum in local schools" which impeded advancement. 1 00 Part of this was public: community 
funding. Poor funding meant poor school supplies, school buildings, and school teachers. The 
other part was private: the availability of resources within the home. D.A. Thom's statement that 
97 Gonzalez, 44-45.  
98 Gonzalez, 122.  
99  Tozer, 17-45. From Tozer's quote of h istorian John M i l ler .  
100 Tozer, 121. 
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"the importance in maintaining a living wage in a home in which children can be brought up 
successfully cannot be overestimated. Crowded, unsanitary quarters may make pale, stunted 
children, neither physically well nor mentally alert," 
indicates both an awareness of the conditions under which many children attending public 
schools lived and of the importance of good health for good attention in school. 1 01 Grace Abbott, 
in examining Juvenile Courts in Chicago, noted that there were kinds of delinquency that were 
easily preventable through "training of parents and of teachers and the provision of habit and 
child-guidance clinics."102 Other kinds of delinquency, due to responsibilities at home that 
required children to be absent from school, were more difficult to prevent. The idea of aware and 
alert children contributed to the movement for active classrooms, playgrounds, and learning by 
doing. All of these programs were beneficial to children whose reason for not being alert was 
boredom with the traditional classroom. Other children were unalert from overcrowding and 
underfeeding. Kindergartens were another product of the class question, and the WCTU regarded 
it "as an important service for working-class mothers and their children," and advocated to make 
kindergartens part of the public-school system by the 1 890s. 1 03 Class played an important role in 
shaping education reform. It shaped the areas of concentration for reformers, some of the 
programs and teaching methods they implemented, and the ideologies of education reform. 
The intention of educational reformers was to alter the contemporary system of education 
in a way which suited the urban industrial society in which they lived. With kindergartens and 
playgrounds, progressives sought to provide a safe environment and individual care for all 
101 Thom, 45-46. 
102 Grace Abbott, "Case Work Responsibi l ity of Juveni le Courts," an address at the National  Conference of Social 
Work, San Francisco, June, 1929 ( Box 1, Folder 3 1, Edith and G race Abbott Col lection, Archival L ibrary, U niversity of 
I l l i nois at Ch i cago), 400. 
103 Smuts, 23. 
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children. Education reformers were aware of the reality of labor for most working-class children 
and wanted to prepare them for that future with the skills and knowledge they would need, as 
well as pride in their work and a strong general education. John Dewey and other reformers 
wanted to provide a democratic education, preparing children for life as voters in a democracy, 
but also worked to maintain the various cultures of the children and provide them with a sense of 
pride both in America and in their local communities. The Gilded Age saw an increase in 
discussion of race, ethnicity, and class conflicts which shaped education reform intentionally and 
unintentionally. While educational reformers sought solutions to many of the societal issues of 
the gilded age, they saw these issues as stemming from industrialization and urbanization and 
therefore failed to address some societal issues; such as race, ethnicity, gender, and class. 
Chapter Three: John Dewey, Constructs and Criticisms 
While Dewey and Addams, as well as many other social and education reformers, had a 
similar point of origin in their philosophical thought, they differed in their application of those 
ideas. John Dewey's  efforts for public education reform had a clear impact across the United 
States, but especially in Chicago, where his laboratory school operated. 
One of Dewey's arguments for the reformation of public schools was that schools should 
reflect the societies in which their students lived. Dewey saw public education as it stood as 
having developed from "ideals of education that a feudal society, dependent upon its 
aristocracy."104 Since society had abandoned feudal aristocracy for democracy, Dewey believed 
that the school system as a whole needed to change to suit its new reality. Historian Marc Belth 
104 Dewey, Schools of To-morrow, 168-9. 
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argues that Dewey also implies through this a rejection of the school as the generator of its own 
subject matter. 1 05 Instead of generating its own subject matter, schools were shaped by society 
and, for Dewey, students were prepared in schools to shape society in tum. This is why he placed 
such an emphasis on promoting a lifelong love of learning, learning by doing, group work, and 
supplying community needs through the school. Dewey, like Jefferson and other influencers in 
education, believed that all of this would lead to an educated citizenry prepared to enact positive 
change for themselves and for society. 
Constructs 
Along with his own beliefs about what needed to change in education and his 
observations at the Hull House kindergarten, there also existed in Dewey a firm belief that 
democracy relied on the efforts of individuals working together for the common good. For 
Dewey, writes historian Melvin Baker, "democratic ends are inseparable from democratic means. 
It is not enough for Dewey that each personality shall share in the good; each must also share in 
the creation of the good."106 Due to this belief in democracy, Dewey also believed in democratic 
education - education which would provide future citizens with the tools they needed to operate 
in and protect the American democracy. 
"The ideal," wrote Dewey, "is not to use the schools as tools of existing industrial 
systems, but to use industry for the reorganization of schools."107 Here Dewey is referencing the 
beliefs of a fellow progressive education reformer, Charles Eliot, who, like Dewey, believed that 
105 Marc Beith, The Concept of Democracy in Dewey's Theory of Education (Ann Arbor, Michigan :  Un iversity 
Microfi lms, 1956), 26. 
106 Melvin C.  Baker, Foundations of John Dewey's Educational Theory ( New York: Atherton Press, 1966), 71. 
107 Dewey, Schools of To-morrow, 311.  
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schools should offer training for "the man who works with his hands."108 However, Eliot 
believed that for some, there was no need for training in traditional studies and that instead, 
vocational learning was all that was necessary. This was, of course, very appealing to 
corporations who felt that their workers were prone to strike because they knew that there was 
other work which they were skilled to do. If workers were unaware of this, they would work 
under any conditions and, more importantly, could be easily replaced if they chose to strike by 
new workers who had fewer compunctions about their working conditions.109 Dewey, however, 
believed that education reform needed to recognize that traditional education had to change to 
accommodate the idea that manual labor was also a skill that required training, just as more 
traditional intellectual pursuits, like law or business, did. This meant not just testing children and 
training them for the occupation they were determined as likely to have, as Eliot wanted to do, 
but including both democratic and vocational education in the education of every child. 
In an age where democracy seemed to be under threat by corporations, Dewey saw the 
necessity of altering education to fit the age in which it existed. Through his association with 
Jane Addams and other social reformers, Dewey saw "the critical role that local communities 
played in American society and that public schools could function as the strategic agents" in 
developing the democratic influence of these communities.110 The influence of Addams on 
Dewey cannot be overstated. Many of the causes Dewey rallied for relating to education, 
including child labor laws, were first pursued by Addams and her Hull House reformers. 
Addams' concern with including parents in education, particularly in immigrant communities, 
spilled over into Dewey's concerns with public education. "These little school houses dotted all 
108 Dewey, Schools of To-morrow, 306. 
109 Tozer, 81-121. 
110 Benson, 33 .  
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over our land," wrote Dewey in a 19 1 7 article on education, "represent the fact that the parents 
took the initiative."1 1 1  At that time, Dewey was writing to reassure those concerned parents that 
he and the national government would work to keep the local community at the center of their 
thoughts on public education, as the local community was at the center of Dewey' s own thoughts 
of how public schools should operate. 
One of the schools Dewey highlighted as an example of how a democratic school could 
cooperate with the community, a public school in a poor black neighborhood in Indianapolis, 
was also an example for vocational education could be used. Public School 26, Dewey stated, 
saw an abrupt change in how the pupils and community viewed schooling after the introduction 
of democratic and vocational education. "The children like to go to school now," Dewey 
observed, "where before they had to be forced to go with threats of the truant officer, and their 
behavior is better when they get to school. The children' s  parents have changed their attitude in 
the same way."11 2  Dewey believed that this change in attitude was due to how Mr. Valentine had 
changed the school' s  policy to focus on education which was intended to have an immediate 
effect on the community once students finished school. Children would be better prepared for 
vocational work, and the school was open to the public in order to serve the community's  needs. 
"Every community has the right to expect and demand that schools supported at public expense 
for public ends shall serve community uses as widely as possible," Dewey stated.1 1 3 In order to 
serve the community, Dewey argued, schools needed to provide resources and shape students in 
ways that would be helpful for that community's  growth. A democratic and vocational education 
would provide students with the skills they needed to live in an industrial and democratic society, 
111 John Dewey and  P .P .  Claxton, "Federal A id  to Elementary Education," June 1917 ( Box 51, Folder 549, H u l l House 
Collect ion.  Archival L ibrary, University of I l l i nois at Ch icago), 3-4. 
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shaping them into strong citizens who understood their power as workers and voters. Schools 
could also provide necessary resources for poor communities, such as kindergarten and nursery 
services, as well as public playgrounds which would keep children off the streets and out of 
trouble. Dewey was also inspired by Jane Addams' use of adult education programs and believed 
that this was another service that schools could provide to the community, especially in the 
service of teaching adults reading and arithmetic skills, as well as preparing them for citizenship 
exams and English-learning courses in immigrant communities. 
Along with providing services for the communities they served, Dewey also believed that 
schools should stop operating in isolation. John Dewey's work, The School and Society, written 
in 1900 after four years of work at his Laboratory School, outlines his educational theories and 
their real-world application. The home and the neighborhood were the socializing centers for 
industrial life and a necessary part of the structure of the school as well. "The radical reason," 
Dewey wrote, "that the present school cannot organize itself as a natural social unit is because 
just this element of common and productive activity is absent." 1 1 4 In order to introduce this 
"common" element, Dewey argued that the school needed to end its isolation from the world. 
The introduction of vocational education and what Dewey called "learning by doing" were part 
of this process. Where other progressives meant vocational education to prepare students for 
working life in industrial society, Dewey also believed that these occupations should gamer 
students more than just practical skills. Instead, he argued, the use of practical skills could 
illustrate for children an understanding of the origin of social systems. Education, Dewey argued, 
114 John Dewey, The School and Society (Chicago, I L :  The University of Chicago, 1900), 1 1-12. Dewey publ ished this 
work prior to his resignation from consolidation on the Laboratory School in  1904. According to historian M ichael 
Knol l  Dewey left due to frustration at his inabi l ity to shape the school according to his own ideas. He had resigned 
from his position on the Hu l l  House Board of Trustees the year earl ier, having served his term. Shortly after, Dewey 
and his fami ly left Chicago. This shows the extent of his d isappointment with the Laboratory School. 
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could have greater appeal if it "were to introduce into educational processes the activities which 
appeal to those whose dominant interest is to do and make" alongside the intellectual pursuits 
which it already sponsored.115 Dewey's public education reform was intended to help the school 
reflect community needs and ideals while providing for the community through education 
processes and service. 
Dewey believed that schools could cater to community needs in part because he believed 
that schools should focus on the interests of the individual child. Individualism was a popular 
idea of the time, with many endorsers among the capitalist elite, and it shaped societal views, 
including views of education reform. However, unlike the capitalist elite, Dewey felt "the pre-
monopoly laissez-faire individualism was posing conflicts within the existing social relations 
under monopoly over production."116 Like many Progressives, Dewey believed that 
individualism should exist only to enable the individual to realize their own influence on society, 
and to work for the common good of the society in which they lived. Dewey wanted to reform 
what he referred to as "en masse" education where students were treated passively.117 Capitalist 
individualism, in which individuals worked only for their own self-interest rather than the 
common good, was, Dewey believed, in part and parcel responsible for the social conflict that 
industrial society was experiencing. Individualism in learning for Dewey also applied to how 
children were educated, as different children learned more from different methods, and children 
had different areas of interest in learning. "A truly scientific education," wrote Dewey, "can 
never develop so long as children are treated in the lump, merely as a class. "118 Dewey's concept 
of individualism is the main source of commentary on his education reform, and is what others 
115 Dewey, The School ond Society, 26. 
1 1 6  Gonza lez, 99. 
117 Dewey, The School ond Society, 33 .  
118 Dewey, Schools of To-morrow, 137. 
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believe truly set him apart as a reformer. He took a concept created and intended to support the 
ideologies of the capitalist elite and turned it into something that showed the benefit each 
individual could bring to society. 
Along with recognizing the benefits which individuals could bring to society, Dewey also 
hoped to educate on group cooperation in order to form a citizenry who would look out for not 
just their own interests, but also the interests of others. "It is learning by participation in the ways 
of [the child's] community," historian John L. Childs wrote, ''that he achieves his mind -
becomes a person.''1 19 For Dewey, education was synonymous with growth - becoming a person, 
as Childs put it. In order to operate in society, children needed to know how society operated and 
be prepared for the realities of life outside of school. The introduction of democracy in schools 
was essential because it allowed students to understand both how they as individuals could 
benefit society and how they could behave cooperatively with their fellow citizens. However, 
Dewey also believed that learning could and should exist outside the classroom. Leaming 
cooperation would bring what was learned in ordinary life into a classroom setting. "What is 
learned in school is at best only a small part of education," which has an inordinate social weight 
placed upon it, Dewey wrote, "Consequently we exaggerate school learning compared to what is 
gained in the ordinary course of living. " 12° Cooperative education differed from lumping all 
students together in that it offered individual learning methods while teaching children to work 
with and be considerate of others. This, argues historian William H. Kilpatrick, was what Dewey 
defined as democracy, helping the child "to build himself into an ever more adequate personality, 
119 John L. Chi lds, "The Educational Ph i losophy of John Dewey," John Dewey as Educator ( New York: Progressive 
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respecting himself and considering others. " 1 2 1 Dewey's theory on introducing democracy to 
education was multi-faceted, including learning by doing, community education, individualism, 
and group learning, but another important part of Dewey's theory was that democratic education 
should be accessible to every student attending public school. 
Class, Race, and Gender 
Although Dewey intended his education reform for all students regardless of class, race, 
or gender, he spent very little time discussing the nuances in student difference. It seems clear 
that Dewey did not consider how difference in social status might affect how students interacted 
with the school and with society. When discussing the Indianapolis school which had all black 
pupils, Dewey stated that "[t]here [was] nothing in the school not entirely practical in any district 
where the children come from homes with limited resources and meager surroundings," clearly 
addressing the issue of class, but not that of race. 1 22 In this statement, Dewey also implies that 
the changes implemented at this school could easily be implemented in a majority white school 
district, or any other district dealing with similar class problems. Gender went almost entirely 
unaddressed. 
In his 19 15 publication, Schools of To-morrow, Dewey included pictures of male students 
learning traditionally female things, such as cooking, 1 23 and female students taking part in 
traditionally male lessons, such as drama. 1 24 However, it is important to note that the male 
students participating in a cooking class are one of the few pictures of black students Dewey 
121 Wil l iam H .  Ki lpatrick, "Dewey's Infl uence on Education," John Dewey as Educator (New York:  Progressive 
Education Association, 1939), 459. 
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chose to include in this publication, and the picture shows black students learning a role of 
servitude, where white female students learn democracy through drama. It may be that this says 
more about society than it does about Dewey, but the choice of images illustrates one way in 
which segregation affected black students. Other photos of black students included in Schools of 
To-morrow showed students learning industrial skills. 
Nel Noddings identifies Dewey's lack of attention to the nuances and problems of race, 
class, and gender as one of his greatest failures. 1 25 It is possible that in his argument that all 
children could learn, Dewey believed he was addressing race in education, however, Noddings 
and other contemporary scholars continue to identify race as their greatest objection to Dewey's 
work in education. 
Dewey also failed to deal with class effectively, however, this was due to his decision to 
consider class as a purely societal issue. Historian Gilbert G. Gonzalez argued that Dewey 
understood production as "a particular relationship between individuals . . .  social and not 
economic in nature."1 26 Dewey did not address the economic reasons behind class differences, 
which lead him in some ways to echo the mentality of the capitalist elite. Gonzalez certainly 
argues this point, stating that by organizing education with the plan to eliminate social ends, "the 
existing social relations were apotheosized in the classroom."1 27 Dewey's education plan enabled 
students to understand the social effects of their economic situation and prepared them to act 
within the democratic system to better themselves. With vocational education, Dewey also 
believed he was giving students the tools they needed to improve their social situation in 
industrialized society. Education for the new century was necessarily vocational, as democracy, 
125 Noddings, 41.  
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as defined by Dewey, "is concerned with ...  the choice of creating all men ... unrestricted by 
arbitrary class or group distinctions."128 This statement essentially describes why some of the 
societal distinctions existent in the Progressive Era were unaddressed by Dewey. He believed 
that education should go beyond class, race, and gender distinctions to unite individuals for the 
eventual benefit of society and were unnecessary to address directly. 
Implementation of Ideas 
Dewey used the Laboratory School in Chicago to begin to implement his ideas for 
reforming American public education. However, the experimental nature of this school as well as 
its exclusivity meant that the Laboratory School served as the antithesis of Dewey's educational 
ideal rather than the realization of it. Dewey' s experimental school "worked against, rather than 
for, late-nineteenth- and twentieth-century efforts to reform the American public school 
system."129 The school opened for a trial period in January 1896, reopening in October of the 
same year. As a part of the University of Chicago, many of the school's first students were 
children of University professors - part of a middle- to upper-class elite which existed in close 
proximity to the poor immigrant neighborhoods surrounding Hull House.130 This only added to 
the difference between the reality of the Laboratory School and Dewey's goals for education in 
general. 
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At the same time that Dewey was working as the head of the Laboratory School, he was 
also, as of March 1897, serving as trustee for Hull House.131 One of the ideas that carried over 
from Hull House was the "idea of the school-house as a home in which the activities of social or 
community life were carried on."1 32 Dewey's extensive observation and notes on Hull House's 
education programs lead him to conclude that teachers needed to be more attuned to how 
children learn, as well as to the society in which they live. Dewey also praised the relatively new 
normal schools, for their effort to "train persons how to teach, rather than what to teach."133 Both 
normal schools and Hull House's  education programs put the child first and focused on finding 
the best way to deliver lessons to the individual child. This focus on how to teach was part of 
Dewey's goal in the Laboratory School. In spite of Dewey's vision, the Laboratory School 
"came far short of achieving its ideal and putting its controlling ideas into successful 
operation." 1 34 
Although it continued to operate after he left, and still operates today, Dewey believed 
the Laboratory School to be ultimately unsuccessful due to its limited reach. While Dewey had 
intended his ideas to be universal, the exclusivity of the school as well as the direction of those 
who supported Dewey's  research led instead to a reformed education system that only affected a 
small minority of white middle- and upper-class children in Chicago. Dewey' s  dreams for reform 
have since been widely adopted, but at the time, adoption of his ideas in total was limited to the 
elite, while minorities in class, race, and gender saw only a portion of Dewey's reforms adopted. 
Dewey "could not escape the existing divisions of society for purposes of production."135 His 
131 "Hu l l  House Board of  Trustees M inutes," March 1895 - Oct. 1924 ( Box 1, Folder 2 .  Hu l l  House Collection, 
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ideas for public education reform were widely recognized as both necessary and innovative, but 
instead of being bent toward progressive aims, as Dewey had intended, capitalists utilized these 
ideas to further emphasize the economic gap in industrialized society. White middle- and upper-
class students were educated in such a way as to enhance their socioeconomic control, while 
lower-class whites, as well as minority students and immigrants, were educated in order to shape 
them into better workers. Social intelligence studies only furthered this educational gap, giving 
"scientific" evidence on racial differences which rationalized the distribution of property and 
power in American society.136 For White Anglo-Saxon Protestants, or W.A.S.P.s, and the white 
capitalist middle class and elite, Dewey's intention in reforming public schools was less 
important than the benefits they could receive from appearing Progressive while continuing with 
their own traditionalist agenda.137 This was possible in part due to the relatively undefined nature 
of Dewey's work on race as well as works by other Progressive reformers, such as Charles Eliot, 
which blatantly endorsed racism as a scientific principle. 
Chapter Four: Jane Addams, Constructs and Criticisms 
Jane Addams' association and cooperation with Chicago's immigrant and labor 
communities set her apart from John Dewey and other Progressive reformers. From the 
beginning, Addams was aware that her work could only be impactful if she were to provide 
programs that the residents of the nineteenth ward wanted for themselves. The community 
around Hull House knew this about Jane Addams, and though they were distrustful at first, they 
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soon accepted her as someone who had the resources and the will to provide the help they so 
desperately needed. "At times," wrote Hilda Satt Polacheck, a child of the nineteenth ward, "we 
needed real help, and we knew that somewhere in this wonderful House on Halsted Street, we 
would get it." 138 Polacheck here expressed the sentiment of many associated with Hull House: 
that no task was too great for Jane Addams and her cohort of staff to handle. 
Addams herself felt that she had done very little to warrant the attention she garnered 
from the community around her and fellow progressives. Addams often doubted herself, having 
learned from experience that all too often she was incorrect in her judgments. In 1893, Jane 
Addams told the Sunset Club of a lesson she had learned while working with the Relief 
Association, which at that time had strict rules as to who qualified for relief. A shipping clerk 
Addams knew came for aid and, unqualified, was turned away only to die that winter.1 39 "I 
learned that life cannot be administered through rules and regulations," Addams said, "that 
wisdom to deal with a man's difficulties comes only through some knowledge of his life and 
habits as a whole."140 In many ways, Addams was her own biggest critic. 
Constructs 
As a social reformer, Addams was interested in meeting the needs of the working-class 
community. Her interaction with immigrants and minority laborers gave her an insider's 
perspective on the problems of industrialization and allowed her to see ways in which she could 
introduce local democracy to the neighborhood. It also allowed her to see where democracy had 
already presented itself - in the saloons and billiard halls around the city of Chicago. Royal 
138 Polacheck, "Notes on Jane Addams." 
139 Henderson, 20. 
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Melendy, in a survey published in The American Journal of Sociology, investigated the 
seventeenth ward of Chicago in 1900 to discover what attracted people to the saloons.141 Out of 
the 163 saloons in the seventeenth ward, 1 1 1  of them offered free lunches and 139 offered 
newspapers.142 These statistics represent two important parts of the progressive era movement to 
introduce social democracy. First, the free lunch program and newspaper programs filled real 
needs - the hunger for food, and the hunger for information. Second, they provided a place to 
meet to discuss community issues, allowing for a local democracy. The use of saloons as a social 
and political space had historic precedence. However, in the progressive era as more people 
came to believe in alcohol as a cause of social ills, saloons came to be seen by the middle class 
as a place where dangerous ideas took shape. 
Jane Addams worked to incorporate the idea of a public political space into her work for 
the nineteenth ward as an example of the changes that could take place in working-class 
communities. The Hull House Coffee-House, which was planned in 1899, would be the center 
piece of Addams' work in this area.143 The Coffee-House was intended to serve as a 
neighborhood gathering place, working to improve the diets and social lives of the immigrant 
families of the nineteenth ward. It was "one of the first major local activities" established by the 
workers of Hull House, and, after some suspicion from the neighborhood, quickly became a 
popular gathering place. 144 Not only did the Coffee-House supply reasonably priced hot lunches, 
it also sold food for home consumption and delivered meals to local factory workers. The Hull 
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House Coffee-House had at  one time obtained permission to sell hot coffee and hot lunches to 
neighborhood factory workers at the "lowest possible" price, giving workers more options for 
lunch.145 This satisfied the first factor of a public political space: providing solutions to real 
problems faced by immigrant and working-class communities, such as hunger. The Coffee-
House also satisfied the second factor, providing a place for people to meet and socialize as well 
as organize politically. Italian and Greek weddings were hosted at the Coffee-House, along with 
"fraternal and benefit societies, religious organizations, political groups and neighborhood 
clubs."146 Many labor unions held their regular meetings at Hull House which residents would 
help to organize to effect local elections. Even through heavy criticism of her support of labor 
unions, Addams insisted that unions helped the worker, and as that was her primary purpose at 
Hull House, she would help in organizing unions.147 The Hull House Coffee-House, like the 
saloon, served two purposes: to fulfil neighborhood needs and to organize the neighborhood 
politically. Education was only a small part of Addams' goal for improving the condition of the 
working-class in Chicago. For Addams, improving the school by introducing democracy, free 
lunches, playgrounds, and other plans, was a small extension of her plans for improving the lives 
of the working-class community in Chicago. Reasonably priced food, healthcare, a political 
education, and safe entertainment options were necessary not just for the children attending 
schools, but also for their parents and the working-class in general. Addams differed from most 
education reformers in that she saw education reform as part of the larger social reform project, 
understanding that real change in education could not come without real change in society. 
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Many of the programs that Addams implemented at Hull House were created at the 
request of the neighboring immigrant communities. The Hull House kindergarten and Mary 
Crane nursery, cooking classes, after school programs like the Boys' Club, and classes on family 
and infant health care were all programs organized for the neighborhood based on the needs they 
discussed with Addams. 1 48 Jane Addams understood that social reform could not be truly 
effective without input from and association with the communities reform programs were 
intended to aid. Along with her insistence on community association, Addams also insisted on 
supported local democracies and democratic education. Neighborhood councils, like the one 
which existed in the Back of the Yards district, were already present, but Addams and the 
programs she instituted at Hull House encouraged their extension and growth. Citizenship 
programs, voter registration, English language learning programs, and other activities sponsored 
by Hull House aimed to bring democracy to the working-class, giving them the knowledge they 
needed to utilize their voting power. These programs dealt with both short- and long-term 
problems that immigrants and the working-class faced. Health and safety concerns as well as 
improving working and living conditions were some short-term problems that aid programs at 
Hull House worked to find solutions to. Long-term concerns of the immigrant and working-class 
communities, like representation, education, and cultural maintenance, were also concerns of 
Jane Addams and Hull House. 
Class and Labor 
One of Addams' concerns with diversity in education was that the introduction of 
democracy and American history to immigrants, as well as the emphasis on English-only in 
148 "Real ization of an  Idea," 11-12. 
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schools was creating a system in which children who acted "American" perceived themselves as 
better than their parents or grandparents. This system of Americanization was one way that 
progressive education reformers sought to deal with the sudden influx of immigrant children in 
the public-school system. Jane Addams was interested in providing an environment at Hull 
House that encouraged inter-generational understanding. Hilda Satt Polacheck, a resident of the 
nineteenth ward who frequently attended events at Hull House, and later an associate of Jane 
Addams, provides a good deal of information on the problem of Americanization for immigrant 
families. "I recall," Polacheck writes, "having an argument with a girl whose mother could speak 
German, French, Russian, and Polish, but had not yet learned to speak English."1 49 To the girl, it 
did not matter how many languages her mother spoke. If she could not speak English, she was 
not considered capable - by the girl or by American society. 
The Hull House Labor Museum, begun in 190 1 ,  was intended to get a grasp on the 
cohesivity of immigrant generations before Americanization obliterated it entirely. It would also 
solve a social problem: older people would have an opportunity to "assert a position in the 
community to which their previous life and training entitles them," a position of honor through 
their knowledge. 1 50 The museum would also provide an opportunity for the children and 
grandchildren of these knowledgeable elders to understand more of their own history and culture, 
as well as that of the other cultures in the neighborhood. Despite its good intentions, the exhibits 
of the Labor Museum exhibited an evolutionary track similar to that exhibited in social 
Darwinism. For example, textile labor was demonstrated as evolving towards industrial textile 
manufacture, regardless of the particulars of each culture's weaving technique and history. This 
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resulted in an elitist viewpoint on the issue of labor development. However, while the Labor 
Museum is one example of how Addams failed to be entirely partial in her introduction of 
democracy, it is also an example of how Hull House worked with schools in the local 
community. "During the winter months, school children and classes of teachers visited the 
museum, and on several occasions the museum itself' travelled to neighborhood schools to show 
its demonstrations.151 Although imperfect, the Labor Museum represented an attempt by Addams 
to aid the local community with real concerns expressed by the working-class community of the 
nineteenth ward to Addams and the residents at Hull House. 
The Labor Museum and her support of union meetings held in Hull House were not the 
only ways in which Addams addressed the class divide. Addams was concerned not only with 
the actual problems experienced by classism, but also the psychological problems of self-image 
that both the elite classes and the working-class faced. Believing that "the dependence of the 
classes on each other [was] mutual," Jane Addams and Ellen Gates Starr saw actual, moral, and 
psychological benefits accruing to those classes both giving and receiving aid.152 While the 
working-class would reap the majority of the benefits, Addams argued that aid programs would 
instill a sense of action and sympathy - a sense of morality - that the leisure classes had been 
sorely lacking. For visitors to Hull House, the visual images of "the dignity of labor" through the 
carefully curated artwork and furniture reiterated the founding mission.153 In the theater, the 
message was particularly pointed. One of Hilda Satt Polacheck's favorite places to bring guests, 
the theater housed portraits of Abraham Lincoln and Leo Tolstoy, not portrayed as the President 
of the United States" or "one of the world's great writers at his desk," but instead as laborers, no 
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better or worse than those who lived and worked in the neighborhood outside the walls of Hull 
House every day.154 Those who saw Lincoln pulling a flatboat down a river, and Tolstoy plowing 
a field with a wooden plow understood clearly that the mission of Hull House was not only to 
improve the lives of the working-class, but also their self-image. 
As for the actual problems of the working-class, Addams' first concern was with 
children, and then with their families. At the time of Hull House's founding, there was no factory 
law relating to child labor, despite Illinois ranking third in manufactured output as of 1 890. 155 
For many immigrants and minority families, children were expected to work outside the home 
out of necessity to make up for low wages. Child delinquency and truancy from school, 
especially among immigrant children, were of great concern to Addams as a result. Extensive 
studies by Hull House residents and social reformers associated with Jane Addams all led to the 
same conclusion: if Chicago wanted its children off the streets and in schools it would have to 
provide them with the leisure time and activities that elite children took for granted. 
Louise De Koven Bowen, President of the Juvenile Protective Association which was 
founded out of Hull House, stated that, if it were true that "in every city in the Union one 
hundred fold more is spent on juvenile delinquency than upon opportunities for public 
recreation," it should be acknowledged that fighting crime was not enough, and that the 
government would need to begin constructive work to provide for the needs of its citizens.1 56 
Bowen's  frustration in 1 9 1 2  with the state of public recreation was justified by the many years of 
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extensive research done by herself and her colleagues at Hull House on the heart of the issue of 
juvenile delinquency. Chicago's first public playground was founded in 1894 on Polk Street, due 
to Addams' influence, with the idea of providing a place for children to safely entertain 
themselves and behave as children are wont to do.157 The problem of safe entertainment was one 
which concerned many social reformers, including the Women's Christian Temperance Union 
and other organizations, both secular and religious. In Addams' book, The Spirit of Youth and the 
City Streets, published in 1909, she discussed these problems at length. "This stupid 
experiment," she wrote, "of organizing work and failing to organize play has, of course, brought 
a fine revenge. The love of pleasure will not be denied, and when it has turned into all sorts of 
malignant and vicious appetites, then we .. . resort to all sorts of restrictive measures."1 58 The 
combination of children in the work force and lack of leisure activities which were affordable 
and readily available to immigrant and working-class children resulted in large numbers of 
minors in trouble with the law. 
A child labor force also had a direct result on truancy numbers in poor neighborhoods 
where children contributed to the household income. A 1906 study by Gertrude Howe Britton of 
Hull House found that there were a large amount of problems both within and without the school 
that resulted in school truancy.159 Many of the problems of the home environment were a direct 
result of social status - malnutrition, lack of cleanliness, illness, lack of clothing, and other issues 
stemming from poverty. These were problems that children of the elite classes never had to deal 
with or consider but were a reality of everyday life for the working-class and immigrant children 
of Chicago. Addams noted that "the discovery of the labor power of youth was to our age like 
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the discovery of a new natural resource," leading to the exploitation of child labor rather than the 
guiding influence over children that Addams believed to be society's duty.160 The view that the 
problems associated with progress could be solved with more progress was one that Addams 
shared with much of the progressive reform community. It was her associations with the radical 
elements of class, race, and gender advocacy movements which set her apart. 
The strike of the Pullman Palace Car Company workers in 1894 had a huge effect on 
Chicago and the nation. This strike split reformers into two camps depending upon their reaction 
to the strike: progressive and radical. For Addams, the Pullman strike reaffirmed her conviction 
to "tell Chicago what its responsibilities were to the poor, the exploited, the misunderstood, the 
bewildered people that were her neighbors," and reassured the working-class that she would 
stand with them.161 This was the first time that her beliefs were tested, and for many Chicagoans, 
the Pullman Strike was the beginning of an understanding that the system under which 
industrialization operated could not and would not stand. Prior to the Pullman Strike, Addams 
said, "there had been nothing in my experience to reveal that distinct cleavage of society, which 
a general strike at least momentarily affords."162 Sure in her convictions, Addams stood with the 
striking workers and against George Pullman and the elite classes that supported him. In her 
support for the strike and for Eugene V. Debs, one of the organizers of the trade union 
movement, Addams placed herself firmly in the camp of radical reformers, separating finally 
from the main body of the progressive reform movement. In doing so, she also placed herself 
firmly in the hearts of those she had sworn to help - the laborers and immigrants of her 
neighborhood, of Chicago, and of the world. 
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Religion, Race, and Gender 
The growth of cities and industry as well as increased immigration meant that the United 
States was suddenly home to a much wider diversity of people. The city of Chicago was home to 
many of these newcomers.163 In the nineteenth ward, the ward where Hull House was located, 
there were large numbers of immigrants, as well as some African American residents. Historians 
generally look favorably upon Addams' dedication to race relations but note that while its leader 
worked closely with national black leaders, Hull House did not. 164 Addams' contradiction of the 
progressive status quo on the issue of race once again set her apart from her progressive 
colleagues. In 19 1 1, Addams stated that "segregation made it harder, not easier, to improve the 
welfare of African-Americans."165 Like many of the reformers at Hull House, Addams was 
against the eugenics movement that was spreading across the nation, opposing the idea of 
intrinsic values of races. Addams was also a founding member of the American Civil Liberties 
Union and the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People - both of which 
pursued important court cases for African Americans. 166 However, it is important to note that 
Addams failed to promote any cases which would specifically benefit African Americans or any 
other race. She also, through Hull House, supported racially-toned research. 
One of the most extreme examples of this was a 1 9 1 1  study by Alzada P. Comstock of 
majority black neighborhoods around Chicago titled "The Problem of the N-----."167 While this 
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was not done under the direct authority of Jane Addams, the journal it was published in was one 
closely associated with Hull House members - one that should have been aware of the issues 
with Comstock's article. Unlike the tone of Edith Abbott and other former residents of Hull 
House published in the same journal, Comstock is condescending in her evaluation of the 
housing and living conditions of African Americans. The use of the n-word throughout the 
article is only the beginning. Comstock questions why African Americans do not "follow the 
customs of other nationalities and use all of the rooms in their apartments as sleeping rooms. " 1 68 
As early as 1890, when Irish and German immigrants of Chicago began to be replaced on the 
lowest tier of social class by the incoming wave of new immigrants, only those recently arrived 
from Europe and outside of the United States were willing to live in this manner. The year 
before, Edith Abbott and Sophonisba P. Breckinridge had published an article detailing the 
problems of a shared sleeping space, and the "probable degradation of the family through lack of 
privacy and dignity" that was the frequent result.169 While it is likely that Comstock was an 
unusual case among Hull House's associates, it is important to remember that Jane Addams was 
frequently more radical in her beliefs than other progressive reformers. 
Another issue which separated Addams from many of her associates was religion. Like 
Dewey, Addams felt that logic and reasoning were more frequently of use than religious 
philosophy. However, unlike Dewey, Addams did not pointedly criticize religion and was aware 
of its social significance as a unifying factor. According to Hilda Satt Polacheck, Addams firmly 
believed in freedom of religion, bringing people of all faiths into the social, secular fold of Hull 
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House.170 The one exception, she notes, was the annual Christmas party, although Addams left 
the religious side of Christmas to the church. 171 Education reformers also sought to leave religion 
to the church, rejecting the heavily Protestant influences of early education reformers like Horace 
Mann in favor of moral values without religious connotations. Religion had been the backbone 
of morality in America, but progressives believed that the individual could make moral decisions 
for the betterment of society without the yoke of religion to restrain action. 
Hull House and its many residents played an enormous role in the gendered construction 
of social reform in America. Addams herself wrote on the importance of settlement houses for 
women, arguing that "the settlement movement was valuable because it took women out of their 
basically passive roles."172 From its founding moments, women served in important roles in Hull 
House, working on the board of directors, as teachers, as medical examiners, as researchers, and 
most importantly, as community builders. Hull House was also focused on many women's  
issues, including women's health and childbirth. The second leading cause of death for women, 
childbirth was an enormous concern of progressive-era reformers. 173 Reformers associated with 
Hull House, such as Grace Abbott and Julia Lathrop, whose reform focus was on medical issues, 
conducted extensive research into the social causes behind medical conditions. They determined 
that "family income was an important factor in these mortality rates."174 The women residents of 
Hull House are the best representation of Jane Addams' dream for the dual benefits of social 
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settlements to the elite and working classes. Settlements gave elite classes purpose and changed 
the lives of the working class. Thanks to the research done by Abbott and Lathrop, the Sheppard-
Towner Act was passed in 1 92 1 ,  with the purpose of encouraging states to "develop programs to 
serve women at lower income levels" in order to battle childbirth mortality rates for mother and 
child. 175 Addams also encouraged girls from the immigrant community to pursue their education 
and often miraculously provided scholarships for them. Hilda Satt Polacheck was one girl who 
benefitted from her association with Addams, starting college at the University of Illinois at 
Chicago through a Hull House scholarship in 1 904.176 
Implementation of Ideas 
When it came to implementing the ideas she and the immigrant community had shaped 
for Hull House programs, Jane Addams' connections became extremely important. Many of the 
buildings which made up the original structure of Hull House were donated, and throughout the 
years Hull House received a steady stream of hefty donations from members of elite society who 
believed in Addams' dream of uniting the classes in a common endeavor. The Polk Street 
Playground, built in 1 893,  is one early example of this. William Kent donated the land on Polk 
Street, near Halsted Street, in 1 893 with the specification that it be used as a playground.177 This 
was the first playground in the municipality of Chicago, and Kent was making an investment in 
the idea that designated entertainment areas could lesson delinquency and truancy. In 1 906, Kent 
donated land again, doubling the area of the Polk Street Park and turning control over to the 
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Small Parks Commission. 178 In thirteen years, the city of Chicago had gone from no public 
playgrounds, to having playgrounds as part of the city parks department, all because Addams had 
the connections and the wherewithal to encourage the idea. Hull-House, as Hilda Satt Polacheck 
stated, "became a laboratory for experiments in human needs," with "experiments so ably 
demonstrated that the city fathers could not ignore them."179 It was not just the city fathers that 
took note. In the case of the Polk Street Playground, education reformers watched closely to see 
whether the experiment would sink or swim. The importance of play was something that social 
and education reformers agreed on, and Addams' experiment resulted not just in the creation of 
Chicago' s public playgrounds, but also in the reassurance to education reformers of the 
playground's success. 
The Hull House kindergarten and nursery, as well as the health and cooking classes were 
extremely successful. It took little convincing for the working-class to attend or send their 
children to these programs, largely due to the fact that these were programs once implemented on 
an informal basis by the immigrant and working-class communities themselves. However, the 
importance of these domestic programs was in emphasizing to education reformers the necessity 
of community services and vocational learning in schools. 
As part of Hull House's medical programs, the public bath house was another example of 
Addams proving that the city should provide a service to the community through her own 
provision of that service. Addams had brought the subject before the city authorities on more 
than one occasion, but "they argued that it would be a waste of public funds as people would not 
use the baths," citing a clear anomaly where a family had used their bathtub as a coal bin. 1 80 In 
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order to get city-wide bath houses implemented, Jane Addams opened a three-bath bath house in 
the basement of Hull House. "Our contention was justified," Addams stated, "by the immediate 
and overflowing use of the public baths."181 The Board of Health of Chicago subsequently 
opened the first public bath house, having been given overwhelming evidence that the bath 
houses would be well used by the public. 
Jane Addams was unafraid to use her class privilege to get the working-class and 
immigrant communities what they had been requesting from the city. She firmly believed that a 
democratic government had a duty to those who resided within its borders, regardless of their 
class, race, gender, or citizenship status, but she understood that she did not experience all the 
same prejudices others faced. When the city denied her requests on flimsy claims, Addams was 
unafraid to prove to them the utility and necessity of social programs. 
Jane Addams the Radical 
Jane Addams strongly believed in the power of social reform and education to change the 
lives of the working-class and immigrants for the better. She also believed that philosophy was 
not enough to change the world. Direct action and communication with the community served 
was necessary to truly promote change. Addams wanted to change the lives not just of the 
working-class, but also of the elite leisure classes who were prone to inaction. "[N]o personal 
comfort or individual development," Addams believed, "[could] compensate a man for the 
misery of his neighbors."182 Addams' departure from dominant progressive values marked her as 
a radical. Her support of Eugene V. Debs began her route away from progressivism, and her 
association with the American Civil Liberties Union and the National Association for the 
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Advancement of Colored People, as well as her later association with anti-war groups like the 
Women's International League for Peace and Freedom maintained her radical progressive equal 
rights stance. These associations put Addams on watch lists for the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation and The Red Network as she was perceived to be an "anti-American" radical by 
both. 1 83 Other associates of Addams and Hull House also appeared in The Red Network and other 
radical watch-lists. 
What progressives, capitalists, and the elite classes saw as the radicalization of Jane 
Addams hindered her influence. She was disliked for choosing to associate with the immigrant 
and working-class rather than her own elite class. She was disliked for speaking out against the 
injustices perpetuated by the elite classes on the working-class. She was disliked for finding 
loopholes around the orders of city councilmen and regulations of Chicago. She was disliked for 
being a woman who was unafraid to stand on her own and carve a space for herself in a world 
that did not want what she had to offer. While the elite despised her, the working-class and those 
progressives who shared her ideals adored her. 184 It was her connections with the working-class 
and immigrant populations of Chicago which enabled Jane Addams to implement effective 
community works programs through Hull House. The progressive belief that education reform 
was the key to social change drove programs like the Boys' Club, classes on family and infant 
health care, and the Hull House kindergarten. The strength of the community association in these 
programs was something that John Dewey and other education reformers aspired to, creating a 
183 "Reports on Jane Addams' Activities, Maintained by the FBI," 1920s, display in H u l l House Museum, June  2017. 
AND The Red Network: A "Who's Who" and Handbook of Radicalism For Patriots, El izabeth Di l l ing, 1934, d isplay in 
Hul l  House M useu m, June 2017. "Edith and Grace Abbott, Harold Ickes, Alice Hami lton, F lorence Kel ley, Ju l ia  
Lathrop, E l len Gates Starr, Rachel le and Victor Yarros, and many others" appea red in  The Red Network. 
184 "From N ineteenth Ward Business Mes.," Chicago Eagle, 19 March 1898, 2 .  "the spirit embodied in  the 
management of the H u l l House is i ntensely selfish and narrow" Henry F. Donovan, pub l isher of Chicago Eagle was 
a charter member of the Chicago Press C lub and associated with vocal opponents to i m m igrant a id  programs. 
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connection between John Dewey and the immigrant and working-class community through 
mutual association with Jane Addams and Hull House. 
Chapter Five: Independent Research and Argument 
The interaction of social reformers such as Jane Addams and education reformers such as 
John Dewey typically is interpreted as education reform influencing social reform. Certainly, 
social reformers understood the power of education to effect social change, and many of their 
proposals for promoting social stability recognized this. Programs for immigrants and industrial 
workers, including preparation for citizenship exams and English-learning courses, as well as 
classes explaining democratic processes and voter registration all had an educational basis. It is 
also clear, however, that viewing education as an instrument for change was neither unusual nor 
new. From the days of Thomas Jefferson, Americans had been aware that education was 
necessary to stabilize democracy, and reform movements were intended to allow systems of 
education to better suit the society they created. However, social reformers were dealing with 
issues that had previously been neglected. Social inequalities caused by class, race, and gender, 
were more pressing than ever before at the tum of the twentieth century, as immigration and 
mass migration overwhelmed a nation struggling with the effects of the industrial era. John 
Dewey is well remembered as an education reformer because of his broad national influence as 
well as his great work in philosophy. However, what set him apart as an education reformer were 
ideas he adopted in large part through his close relationship with Jane Addams and association 
with Hull House. Leaming by doing as proposed by Dewey was intended to grant greater 
autonomy to the worker and recognize the power and necessity of the machinist as well as the 
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inventor. Close association with the community and individualism were intended to promote 
democratic education in the school while maintaining the community connections which 
Addams identified as essential to education. While historians have typically written that John 
Dewey influenced Jane Addams, it seems clear that it was a mutually beneficial relationship in 
which John Dewey learned a great deal from and was influenced by Jane Addams. 
Other than present-day criticism of Dewey's ideas, there is also the matter of criticism 
contemporaneous with Dewey's work. The biggest source of criticism for the Laboratory School 
was Dewey himself. In 1904, disappointed with his inability to implement his ideas 
comprehensively, Dewey left the school and Chicago to accept a teaching position at Columbia 
University.185 Historian Michael Knoll attributes this move to Dewey's disgust with the school' s 
direction rather than opportunities which presented themselves. The failure of the Laboratory 
School to meet Dewey's design of applying democratic and vocational education across class, 
race, and gender lines was due in large part to its backers. The school's pupils were 
"predominantly of the wealthy and educated classes" from 1896 to 190 1, while numbers were 
high.186 While Dewey was interested in bringing the approach of the Laboratory School to the 
surrounding public schools, he was also highly distracted with the day-to-day running of the 
school, his work on the Hull House Board of Trustees, and his own extensive research into 
educational policies, some of which was conducted at the Hull House kindergarten. This left the 
school under the influence of its backers, including the University of Chicago, whose concerns 
about funding limited the reach of Dewey's policies. Their other, less amiable concerns, showed 
their true colors. While supporting the progressive ideologies behind Dewey's  school reform, 
what they truly wanted was something more akin to Charles Eliot's reform. Chicago was 
185 Knol l .  
186 Knol l .  
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concerned that labor unions and workers education would result in more violence of the sort it 
had seen in the Haymarket Square incident. To curb this violence while maintaining a 
progressive face for the middle class, educators were willing to implement Dewey's reforms on a 
limited scale. Instead of crossing class, race, and gender barriers, Dewey's education reform 
would only be applied wholly to the upper and middle class, while the lower class would receive 
a filtered form of vocational education and democracy intended to indoctrinate them to the 
current power structure. 
The reactions to and criticism of Jane Addams and John Dewey were very different. Both 
were criticized for their encouragement of the autonomy of the working class and minority 
groups through their proposed social programs. However, Addams' personal connection and 
involvement with labor unions and socialist party members, as well as many immigrant groups, 
led to more personal criticism. To the middle class, Addams was in the same social, though not 
economic, class as the working class and immigrants. Although progressive ideology was 
particularly pervasive in this period, for many, Addams had taken it too far. Her support of 
Eugene V. Debs and the Pullman Strike of 1894 placed her, in the minds of many middle-class 
progressives, in the camp of the radicals. The programs at Hull House, regardless of the extent of 
Addams' association with their planning, were used to criticize Addams at a personal level. This 
is undoubtedly part of the sexism Addams faced in a society where, even as founder, president, 
and treasurer of Hull House and its Board of Trustees, Addams was unable to enter into a 
contract on behalf of Hull House without the presence of a man. 1 87 While the programs that Jane 
Addams set up as well as her ideas and goals were criticized along sexist and racist lines, John 
Dewey's programs and ideas were only criticized along racist lines. The white middle-class 
187 "Board of Trustees: M in utes, April 1895-Jan . 1919," 16 October 1903 ( Box 1 Folder 1, Hu l l  House Col lection, 
Archival Library, Un iversity of I l l inois at Chicago) .  
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community was disillusioned with both Addams' and Dewey' s reform ideas for the reason that 
the programs would benefit not only white communities but also minority communities. 
Jane Addams and the residents at Hull House were greatly influencing by the neighboring 
immigrant communities of the nineteenth ward in the creation of social aid programs. Many of 
these programs, including the kindergarten, playground, and nursery, shaped John Dewey's own 
ideas about education reform and were implemented in the Laboratory School. Dewey' s  plans 
for reforming public education were some of the most eminent of the day, and among the 
middle-class progressive elite were more widely acknowledged than Addams' programs for 
public education reform at Hull House. However, Dewey's plans were, as a whole, rejected for 
two reasons: first, Dewey failed to address directly the problems of class, race, and gender, 
leaving the issue of educational difference up to individual implementers; and, second, many in 
the middle- and upper-class who backed Dewey's education reforms did so while acknowledging 
that they did not intend to promote the reforms across the board, instead only fully implementing 
the reforms for their children's schools, maintaining their status as social elites. Despite the lack 
of complete success for Deweyan education in his day, Dewey's programs have since become 
widely implemented. The slogan of the Back of the Yards Neighborhood Council: "We The 
People Will Work Out Our Own Destinies," accurately represented the relationship of the 
working class to Jane Addams and Hull House. 1 88 The influence of immigrants and the working­
class on Jane Addams is rarely overlooked, but their second-hand influence on John Dewey is 
just as important. Dewey's association with Addams allowed him to view in close quarters how 
the implementation of new education programs would affect immigrant and working-class 
communities, and her ideas and influence gave his own plans teeth. Jane Addams' success at 
188 Slayton, 3 .  
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Hull House was due to her resolve to give the working-class immigrant community a voice by 
providing programs that they determined were needed. John Dewey's overall success was also 
do to his association, through Addams, with the immigrant communities of Chicago. 
Conclusion and Impact 
The immigrant and working-class populations of Chicago worked to make their voices 
heard through labor unions, neighborhood councils, reform societies, and associations with 
middle-class social reformers like Jane Addams and her programs at Hull House. The issue of 
public education reform was one area where these disadvantaged groups were most affected, and 
as such was an area of focus for Jane Addams and education reformers. Unlike many social 
reformers, Addams understood that reform could not be successful unless it took into account the 
needs and wants of the people it intended to reach. Through her social programs at Hull House, 
she was better able to reach the people of the nineteenth ward and understand their individual 
problems and plans, as well as what reform programs might best benefit them. While historians 
recognize the influence of the immigrants of Chicago on Addams, they fail to recognize the 
influence of Addams on education reformers, particularly John Dewey. Addams was successful 
in reaching immigrant communities but was hindered by slackening support from the middle­
class communities of Chicago, who were interested in participating in the social side of 
progressivism, but not in the work or extent of it. Dewey and education reformers were more 
successful in their overall mission due to the support from middle-class and elite communities 
but failed to successfully reach immigrant communities to the extent that social reformers saw. 
The middle-class tended to see Addams as a progressive revolutionary rather than a progressive 
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reformer due to her association with labor unions and socialists. This meant that the criticism 
which Addams deserved undermined not just specific programs or ideas, but her legitimacy as a 
whole, where Dewey was criticized for the extent and mode of application of his work in 
education reform. Dewey's ideas, which failed to directly address the problems of class, religion, 
race, and gender, could be adjusted to suit the needs of the elite, which meant that they could be 
adjusted to benefit only the children of elites. 
Jane Addams' work at Hull House was greatly influenced by the working-class 
community around her, but without the philosophical origins that she shared with progressive 
reformers as well as her associations with the founders of Toynbee Hall in London, her work 
would have been largely ineffectually. The inspiration which Addams found in Toynbee Hall 
directed her spirit towards action. 1 89 Addams understood that education reform had a social 
aspect with the immigrant and working-class community at its center. "All the profits on their 
labor, " Leo Tolstoy, whose works had great influence on Addams, stated, "by which they might 
give themselves some leisure, and consequently gain some education, all this surplus value is 
taken away by the capitalists."190 In the progressive era, the greatest opposition to education 
reform came from the belief of the capitalist elite that the assumption of progressive reformers 
was correct: that a shift had begun to take place, and working people were no longer afraid to 
make demands of the elites who employed them and that education would speed the working-
class on their way to democratic revolution. Capitalists worked to disassemble the power of 
education reform, as they did with Dewey's Laboratory School, in order to maintain the control 
that they had over the infrastructure of industry, society, and politics. There was a racialized and 
189 "Hu l l-House; the Real ization of an  Idea," 7. 
190 Leo Tolstoy, Anna Karenina, translated by Richard Pevear and Larissa Volokhonsky ( New York: Pengu in  Books, 
2000), 25.  Addams considered Tolstoy an example of how the el ite classes cou ld  u nderstand and  sympathize with 
the working-class. She had a portrait of him hanging in  her room at Hu l l  House.  
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anti-immigrant aspect to this classist defense of the status quo. W.A.S.P. elites did not want to 
see those they considered inferior have access to the same opportunities and advantages which 
they had access to. Contemporarily, capitalist elites such as Betsy De Vos and other lobbyist 
equivalents have acted with the same motivations for the same goals - and have had the same 
racist and anti-immigrant aspects backing them. 
Addams and Dewey were working against the standard, and Addams at least was aware 
from the outset of the difficulties she would face. Perhaps it was her own experience as a woman 
in a male-driven society which gave her stronger insight into the disadvantages her neighbors at 
Hull House faced, but in any case, through every adversity, she continued to fight for reform on 
every level. Dewey's disappointment with the failure of the Laboratory School dulled the edge 
on the blade of his education reform, and he removed himself from the associations he had built 
in Chicago as a result.191 John Dewey's education reform was influenced by the connections he 
built with Jane Addams and her community at Hull House, as well as by the philosophical 
origins of the progressive movement and his own ideas. 
Addams' association with the immigrant and working-class communities of Chicago 
enabled her to implement social programs that better served the needs and wants of the working-
class themselves. Without these connections, Hull House would have failed in its mission to 
improve the lives of the working class.192 Hull House and Jane Addams, great influencers in the 
social reform circuit of Chicago, would never have amounted to anything without the mutually 
beneficial relationship they quickly developed with the neighboring communities. It was not only 
Dewey's  philosophical ideas which benefitted from his relationship with Addams, but also his 
191 Knol l .  
192 Henderson, 20. Jane Addams d iscovered this for herself when a man she turned away from the rel ief station at 
Hu l l  House in  the winter of 1893 d ied of pneumonia shortly after. 
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motivation to action, to see his education reform ideals actualized, was also driven in part by his 
inspiration from Addams' own action. Dewey's connections with Addams are part of what drove 
his disappointment in the Laboratory School. Through her work, he understood that the children 
taught at the school were not the students most in need of education reform, and they were not in 
the social class that would most benefit from the extracurricular programs the school offered. 
Without this understanding, Dewey may have accepted the view of the elites that his education 
reform need not extend further than the elites. 
Chicago at the tum of the century found itself on the brink of some bright, shining future, 
and it was under this outlook that programs like Addams' Hull House and Dewey's Laboratory 
School flourished. At the same time, there was a certain desperation exemplified in the labor 
unrest that shook the city during the Haymarket Riot of 1886, and again during the 1894 Pullman 
Strike. Reformers had a window of opportunity and found themselves called to action in droves. 
As the country moved into the twentieth century and towards the worldwide unrest which led up 
to the First World War, however, concerns about labor and the immigrant class shifted. Rampant 
nationalism and war manufacturing only exacerbated these problems, leading to further emphasis 
on Americanization education to remove potential loyalists from the immigrant population as the 
nation prepared for war. 
When the war in Europe began in 19 14, Addams found herself shifting her priorities from 
her social work at Hull House to the more immediate cause of the peace movement. For Jane 
Addams, pacifism was at once international and intensely personal. The Great War shifted her 
focus from the individual to the international success or failure of reform in a world at war. 
Addams saw the war as an ideological shift away from human nature shaped by industrialization, 
militarism, and racialized nationalism. Many of those aided by Hull House now turned against it 
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as the nation was swept up into the war. "I really have you to thank if l am sent over to Europe to 
fight," stated one resident of the ward to Addams, "I went into the citizenship class in the first 
place because you asked me to. If l hadn't my papers now I would be exempted."193 Education 
reformers were also stumped by the wars' outbreak. Dewey's book, Reconstruction in 
Philosophy, written after WWI, shows a man attempting to grasp with the dissolution of 
everything he believed progressivism stood for. Philosophy, Dewey wrote, had produced "an 
overdeveloped attachment to system for its own sake, and an over-pretentious claim to 
certainty." 1 94 
In spite of the abrupt end to progressive education reform with the start of the First World 
War, Addams' and Dewey's contributions to a wider understanding of social issues immigrants 
faced in education reach beyond the progressive era. From playgrounds to English-learning 
classes to patriotic-pluralism and access to political power, Addams and Dewey worked to make 
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